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MEN WHO KNOW

“take to our shop” like a duck
does to water. All the latest
"conceits” are here.
All the
dress accessories that social oc
casions and everyday business
needs demand.
If you want
the “right” things at reasonable
prices remember that our shop
is right at the center of things.

The Courier-Gazette

NORMAL SCHOOL

THE EAST COAST

THREE TIME* A WEEK

Of Which Rockland Boy Is
Principal, Offers Attrac

Pittsburgh Stockholder Who

ALL THE HOME NEWS
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHINO CO.

Subscription 33.00 per year payable la
rance; single coplea three centg.

id

Has Confidence In the Com
pany's Future Success.

tions To Pupils.

Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, as the head
Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
of the Department of Education, as
I have your esteemed paper of Aug.
sisted by the principals of the Maine
18 and have read with satisfaction
Normal schools has been conducting
your editorial on East Coast, pertain
for the past few years an active cam
ing to the reorganization as reported
paign to Increase the number of Nor
on the first page of that issue. Permit
mal school graduates in the State and
me to congratulate you and your paper
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Bockland Gaaetie oral established in encourage self-improvement on the
on the attitude you have consistently
ROCKLAND. /\AINE
(840. In 18.4 the Courier wee established,
and cnnaolldated with the Oarette In 1882 part of teachers in service. The re
taken throughout the disappointing
The Free Press was eeiabllshed In 1835, and sults of this campaign and other forces
past year's standstill of the big con
in 1891 changed Ito name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidaled March 17. 1897.
tending in the same direction, are very
cern’s operations.
encouraging, for ex-teachers are re
You will remember in my letter to
OR A REAL OUTING. TAKE STR. GOV. DOUGLAS at
turning to the profession, the attend
you of Jan. 31, which you were good
Thomaston any day except Sunday at 7.30 A. M. and visit
ance in the Maine Normal schools is
enough to publish, I expressed my un
If you want to know how much you
the most fascinating, primitive, and ruggedly beautiful
wavering faith in the ultimate out
— ought to get, flnd out how much you w increasing and the attitude of the
spot in all New England.
come of the affairs of East Coast. I
— have to give.—Bruce Barton.
w general public is making the teaching
a®. profession
more attractive to the
never lost that faith. Not only as a
|£eW>eWeeWee*ee«.e«ee«ee>eeWeeWeaWea«eeWee«eeWa
teacher
former representative of the I. M. Tay
MONHEGAN
The Eastern State Normal School,
lor banking house, but also as a share
among other Maine Normal schools
holder on my own account, who further
WENTY-TWO miles from Thomaston, ten miles out In
is successfully preparing prospective
more represents thousands of dollars
THIS TIME LAST YEAR
the broad Atlantic, with a continuous settlement older
teachers to become professionally
Invested by friends in the East Coast
than Plymouth, It is the home of a hundred fishermen, has
trained. The strong features of the
concern, I have hoped for a practical
The resignation of Mias Kath
three hotels and seventy summer cottages. On Its east
school are well-equipped school build
solution of the difficulties, such as are
f?
coast four great headlands almost 200 feet high Jut out into the
erine Donovan aa superintend
ings and dormitory, well-organized When President Harding stopped at Poland Springs, enroute from Lan in a fair way of becoming an accom
ent of Knox Hospital was ac
’•
ocean. Its central hili is crowned with an imposing granite lightpractice schools in active operation, a
\
caster, N. H., to Portland, he was presented with a silver humidor by plished fact,
cepted. She was succeeded by
,
house, and on the west the land slopes gently to the sea where
strong corps of efficient teachers, a re
1 am glad that so many of my friends
Mrs. Carol D. Whiting, who had
the
Retail
Jewelers
’
Association
of
Maine.
Senator
Hale
is
shown
with
,
Manana, a great barren rock a hundred feet high forms the western
markably beautiful and healthful
are subscribers to your paper, as I
been her general assistant lor
guard to its beautiful harbor.
the President on the first tee, where the box was presented by Miss feel sure that you will keep us posted,
location, a satisfactory system of stu
several years.
dent government, a practical course of
Marguerite Walker Jordan, assistant to President Franklin A. Taylor, as before, on the further developments
Women began to register for
Returning the Gov. Douglas reaches Thomaston at 8 P. M.
study and a school spirit that is
ill connection with the big industries,
of the Gorham Company.
giving six hours at the Island.
the State election, Mrs. Olive
equaled by very few similar institu
which means so much to all of us. I
M. Sylvester being the first to
tions. Perhaps the strongest evidence
have offered to our old friends. I. M.
enroll. Liller J. S. Foudray of
Round trip tickets for sale on the boat, good for returning the
Miss I(Iarguerite Walker Jordan, as services and reproductions of many Taylor & Co. as well as to General
of the high standing of the school is
•ante day, including dinner at the
Crescent street was second and
the long list of graduates who have sistant to President Franklin A. Tay pieces made by earlier colonial silver Goethals and his associates, and the
Nellie i/l. Merrill of Union street
smiths. A Paul Revere tea pot made new management of the company,
won distinction and who are rendering
lor of the Gorham Company, is in
was
third.
ALBEE HOUSE, $3.50
in 1735 has attracted much attention. every assistance that I can possibly
efficient service in the teaching pro
The Mather Greenhouse was
Miss Jordan’s work is to Interest the render In conection with the reorgani
fession and in various other lines of charge of an exhibit of"hterling silver
sold to Mervyn Flanders.
at the Samoset which is open to resi women of America in sterling to such zation plans.
work.
The directors and. office force
The members of the faculty, the dents of Rockland and vicinity as well an extent that they will prefer a few
I am writing this letter to show you
of. the North National Bank en
matron or house mother, and the stu as guests at the hotel. Orel E. Davies pieces of solid silver to a chest of sub and your Rockland friends the con
joyed an outing at Charles T.
stitute. She declares that silver should tinued interest and enthusiasm of a
dent leaders possess, almost without
Smalley’s cottage, Megunticook
exception, a sense of the general fitness and C. E. Daniels, local jewelers, rep- j,e bought, not only to fill a present large number of East Coast -share
Lake.
of things and a sense of humor that resent the Maine Retail Jewelers' need, but as an investment for the holders in this district, and to assure
The Lurvey fishing camps at
future.
account, In a large part, for the fine Association at the display.
you of the most cordial spirit of co
Pond Island were destroyed by
State retail jewelers’ associations operation and assistance with which
spirit of cooperation for which the
lightning.
The
advantage
of
solid
silver
over
throughout New England have spon we follow the development of the big
school is noted.
The. class of 19ln', Rockland
We do first class Laundering in a
The attention of young men and plated silver , is emphasized in the ex sored the various exhibits. As a re concern, which is of such vital interest
•High School, held a reunion at
young women who are fitted, through hibits which have been held at all the sult, interest in heirloom silver has to your city, as well as to the thous
the Knox House, Thomaston,
temperament and intellectual capacity leading New England summer resorts. been revived and great stimulus given ands of people linked up with It, and
and dance In Watts hall
hlch yet should become a lasting
the campaign to boost sterling. No
to become teachers, is hereby called
not only to the Importance of the ser- The exhibit includes a sterling dinner sales are made in connection with the monument to the initiative and forelght of I. M. Taylor, its organizer and
ice that they may render to their service, a luncheon set, tea and coffee exhibits.
CALL
State as class-room Instructors, as
creator.
PARK THEATRE
Carl Nicolay.
principals and as superintendents of
LAUNDRY
SOLDIER BOYS GO
“THE OLD BAND”
schools, but also to the excellent op
Fittsburg, Aug. 24.
A famous story made into a master portunities that the Eastern State
picture Is "Black Beauty,” shown to Normal School at Castine has to offer Cnox County Companies of
SOLDIERS' BONUS BILL"
Johnnie Grafton, of Minne
day and tomorrow as a Vitagraph along the lines of social, financial and
special. No one who read the wonder intellectual advancement.
C. A. C. On Their Way To
sota, Belonged, and Played Will Be Passed By December, Saye
ful story—and many millions have
Two courses are offered, the regular
Fordney—"Only Honorable Thing
Annual Encampment.
read it as edition followed edition two-year course, which is open to
the Cornet.
To Do."
throughout
two-score
years—could graduates of Class A secondary schools
ever forget the tragic death of Rob without entrance examination, and to
The Rockland, Camden and Thomas Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Belief thnt a soldiers' bonus bill will
Roy, Black Beauty’s brother, follow all others that are able to meet the ton companies of the Coast Artillery
In the editorial columns of your is be passed by Congress by December
ing that of his rider, the young heir to requirements by
examinations
or
Corps embarked for Fort Williams, sue of August 11 appeared the state was expressed Tuesday by Representa
Birtwick Hall; the thrilling chapter otherwise, and the special one-year
entitled “A Rainy Day;’’ the hard ride course, which is open to teachers of Portland harbor, this morning, and to ment that James Wight was the one tive Fordney, chairman of the ways
for the doctor to save Mrs. Gordon’s life, five or more years of successful teach gether with the Portland company will surviving member of the old Rockland and means committee
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
or the stable fire with Black Beauty’s ing experience. The regular normal hold their annual encampment.
"Passage of the bonus bill is the
Brass Band. You are mistaken. Our
whinny of appeal calling the terrified school diploma is awarded in each
any business day during office hours. /
It is expected that Major General mutual friend James isn't the “onliest only honorable thing to do, ' he said
Ginger out of the flames. All of these, case. For descriptive catalogue or for Clarence R Edwards and members of
The boys deserve it and shall have
and the other events and the situ specific information, concerning the his staff will be visitors at the camp one.” I became a member of that or it."
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXf-S FOR RENT
ations in the “Autobiography of a school address the principal, William the last of next week, definite an ganization in 1855, continuing as sudh
He said he favored a 1 per cent
Horse” are visualized in the Vitagraph D. Hall, Castine, Maine.
nouncement of the date not yet having until I left Rockland in 1868 to make wholesale sales tax as a means ot
special.
aising money with which to pay the
been given. At that time a regimental my home in Minnesota.
"Beyond Price,” in
which Vearl
THE LOBSTER TROUBLES
bonus.
review will take place and there will
Should you think this statement
White appears Saturday, is a story of
Discussing the tariff, Mr. Fordney
be various receptions to the distin
needed verification, I refer you to a said that with the exception of the
three wishes. Miss White, though Might Be Cured By Electing Right guished visitors.
Adjutant General
married, wishes to be the wife of
Sort of Legislature.
John M. Hadley, who evinced so much photograph made by one of the mem wool schedule he expected the tariff
millionaire; she wishes to be a fam
interest in the recent artillery school bers, John F. Singhi, in July, 1885, at bill to be but little changed from the
ous women, and, lastly, she wishes to Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
of the regiment held as a preliminary Owls Head, when the surviving mem form in which it passed the House.
have baby arms around her neck. In
As a reader of your paper I have to the tour of duty, will be at the camp bers of the band, with their wives,
the
lively
and
often
humorous
scenes
ANY-TIME
ANY-PLA/CE
ANY-WHERE
followed with growing interest the for several days. It is announced that daughters and a few invited guests,
THE LITTLE OLD FORD
that follow she has all of her wishes
We have just put into service a/ new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
discussion regarding
the
present the program daily includes more in enjoyed a clam hake and a social re
granted.—adv.
tensive maneuvers than ever before in union. A copy of that photograph May, June and July Production Ex
on giant pneumatic tires. We cad give you service and save youMaine lobster law.
With varying the history of the regiment, and 4iard
crating, time and money. Latest iip-to-date equipment. We move
hangs in my home, and you doubtless
ceeded Any Quarter In the Plant’s
emotions
I
have
read
the
different let work will be the watchword. Officers know of others. In that group, near
you anywhere in New England.
History.
CITY OF ROCKLAND.
and
men
alike
are
looking
forward
ters.
beginning
with
Commissioner
Just *ay “Moving,” we do the'
the right, seated between James Part
We will guarantee you never
with
eagerness
to
the
training.
The
Crie’s plda and continuing to that
BOARD OF REISTRATION
The Ford Motor Car Company an
had eo much pleasure in moving.
ridge and John Singhi, is the writer of
Notice is hereby given that the Board of wholly amusing yet somewhat disgust majority of the companies are com this communication. Of all the mem nounced Tuesday that in May, June
posed of new men, unused to the rou bers of the Old Band only James Wight
Registration will be in session at their room ing mess of gush and "kaiserism.”
ind July the company produced more
in the City Building, Spring Street, upon the
Personally, I do not see why the tine of the work with big guns, and for and John Grafton and now answering
six secular days next preceding the 12th day
TELEPHONE 219—740.
NIGHT PHONE 743.
cars and trucks than in any other
of September, 1921, for the purpose of re light-ke’per should be discriminated this reason several days will be spent their muster.
vising and correcting the voting lists of this against; why he should not be allowed in familiarizing them with gun drills.
I wasn’t with the band at the 1858 three months’ period of its history.
city.
Target practice will start next week muster in Belfast. While living In Production was 317,587 cars and
to catch lobsters is well as men of
The board will be in session the first four
fixed targets only to be used, and sub Rockland I was In the employ of N. A trucks, a monthly average of 105,882,
of said days from 9 a. m. to 1 p m, and any olher occupation, if he can do so
The exact output of the American
from 3 p. ni to 5 p m., and from 7 p. m to without the neglect of his duties, but calibre practice will precede this work & S. H. Burpee. There were four
GEORGE W. FOS
9 p. m. and on the last two of said days from this article is neither for nor against Col. Norton is in charge of the Regi members of the band connected with plants for July was 107,149 cars and
9 a. m. to 1 p m . and from 3 to 5 p m., stand tie present law, and contains not
ment, with Lieut. Col. Buker as second or employed by that firm—Adams, trucks,” the announcement says. Thia
ard time. As the last day of said session is for
Dealer in Piano*
command. Major C. T. Marsh, John and Edgar Burpee and myself, is somewhat lower than was expected
experimental and repair work the purpose of verifying said lists and to com single argument, either pro or con in
U. S. A., National Guard instructor, is all desiring to attend that muster. It but the Fourth of July, when the High
plete and close up the records of the sessions, It is simply a statement of facts.
no
names
will
be
added
to
or
stricken
from
Fine Tuning
R. B. MAGUNE
At Matinicus Rock is one of our In charge of the instruction programs. happened to be an unusually busy time land Park plant and Ford plant
said lists on said day.
A detail of 20 men, four from each with the Burpees and "Sam” wouldn’t throughout the country were closed
most Important light stations. It re
order of the Board of Registration.
75 Cedar Street. Tel. #72-M 636 Main St Rockland, Me. By
quires four keepei 3 for Its mainten company. In charge of Capt. Washing stand for letting us all go. So it fell meant deprivation of production of
104-107
JAMES F. CARVER, Chairman
98-107
ance, and they, together with their ton L. Moseley, regimental supply of to me to stay at home, and thus I more than 4000 cars and trucks.
lain!His, constitute uaite a community ficer, has been hard at work about the missed seeing “Old Jeff Davis.”
Occasionally you publish a batch of camp since Monday.
Yesterday I remitted to the Rockland
INCOME TAX RETURNS
items, presumably written by some
Publishing Co. the price of another
person at present residing there
year's subscription for The CourierCRAWFORD ELECTRIC CO.
Do you pay an income tax? If so
ow, perhaps sonic of your readers
Gazette. My children wonder what you will be Interested in this state
will rimember 3iie cf them, reuiting
A decision has been rendered by Dad finds in it so interesting. I was
ment from Augusta:
to a certain picnic cf the poor little the
Public
Utilities
Commission 13 years of age when the "Lime Rock
children at the shore, with a treat of authorizing the Crawford Electric Co Gazette” came into existance. My
'Federal personal Income tax re
crackers and mnlacses, and contain of South Union to issue Its capital father was one of Its first subscribers, turns filed in Maine in 1919 reached
ing a sly dig at the law. Perhaps also stock, the proceeds of the sale to be Except Zion's Advocate, The Lime a total of 34,578, which was 65 per
some of them will remember the fre used for the extension already made Rock Gazette was the first newspaper cent of the entire number filed in the
quent accounts of birthday partial and not heretofore capitalized and to to enter our family. It was read by my United States, according to figures
WEEK
and other festive occasions that hav pay for extension now being made and sister and me to the last line of every given out by Hon. Frank J. Ham, the
occurred there, together with a list of about to be made.
issue. At the expiration of the year collector of Internal revenue for the
•
the various delicacies which were
the paper stopped coming. I don't know District of Maine. The total net in
served. Can anyone remember to hav
why. There may have been a shortage come reported by these returns was
lY’S
ORCHESTRA TUESDAY & THURSDAY
seen crackers or molasses on any of
of funds in the family. A dollar and 3112,562,525, while the tax paid on
the menus? Nuffsed.
a half was a good deal of money with them was 34,468.876, which was .35
The question as to “who owns the
Dad in those days, as I well remem per cent of the total personal income
sea and the things in it, anyway
her. The discontinuance of the paper tax paid in the entire country.”.-.
BARNEY’S ORCHESTRA SATURDAY EVENING
was ably anwered by another of ycur
was a great grief to my sister and
HATS and CAPS
correspondents. Correct. The people
me, for we were hungry for something
own them. The people, not Indi
to read. How well I remember that YOUR FAVORITE POEM
vidually but collectively. The people
paper, and John Porter, its founder,
Some
men
BUY
hats
as a whole.
Now, when the people
» TO
________ ____ os ana bowwhom in after years I came to know so
ever crowded your hour* with affalj
iffalra. do not
or any large body of persons, ow;
well and like so much.
Others
merely
have
hats
sold
fall
to
secure
at
leaal
a few mlnuu
anything collectively, it is necessary
It Is now many years that I have for refreshment of your Inner Ufa
to make rules and regulations—in this
to them
—Charles Ulo4 Norton.
been a regular reader of that paper of ooetry.
case called laws—for regulating the
and its successors—more than 50 years
Name the brand what ever here In Minnesota. Nearly all of my
BAND CONCERT
use of the samp. As it is impossible
A ROSEBUD BY MY EARLY WALK.
for the entire population to meet and
A rosebud, by my early walk,
contemporaries in Maine have passed
yon
buy
Adown a corn-enclosed bawk.
make the laws they choose from
on and but few familiar names meet
Sea gently bent its thorny stalk.
l earn where to get quality
among their number certain represen
my eyes as I look down the columns
All on a dewy morning.
tatives, with full authority to make
of each Issue of The Courier-Gazette
Know where to get satisfac
Ere
twice the shades o’ dawn are fled.
the laws for them. In due course
as it comes to me week after week
In a' its crimson glory spread.
these representatives of the whole
But I always flnd something of value
tion
*
And drooping r’ch the dewy head
people meet and make such laws as
in It—more than enough to pay Its
It scents the early morning.
seem wise or expedient to them. In
Ask for what yon want
cost. That it may live long and pay its
Within
the bush, her covert seat
their turn the people are supposed
bounteous dividends, is the
A little linnet fondly preet.
LOBSTER LUNCHES A SPECIALTY
Insist on getting what yon owners
("supposed” is right) to respect and
most earnest wish of
The dew sat chilly on her breast
obey these laws, thus made for them
Sue early in the morning.
John H. Grafton.
want
by their representatives. If the peo
315 West 7th Street, Winona, Minn,
She soon shall see her tender brood.
ple are not pleased with any of the
The more men discriminate
Aug. 22, 1921.
THE PARK FOR PICNICS AND CHILDREN’S OUTINGS
The pride, the pleasure o’ the wood,
* * • •
laws thus made, the remedy is obvi
Ama ng the fresh green leaves bedew’d,
the wider our market for
Awake the early morning.
ous. Elect representatives whq will
[Many old-time Knox county friends
make laws that do please them.
will welcome this word from "Johnnie1
So
thou, dear bird, young Jeanie fair I
Lamson-Hubbard
Observer.
On trembling string or vocal air,
Grafton, regretting however that it
Shalt
sweetly pay the tender care
has to take the place of the summer
That tends thy early morning.
—
Sold
by
—
visit
that
this
year
he
has
denied
to
Those small ads bi The Courierthem. Of the many old-timers who'
So thou, sweet rosebud, young end gay
Gazette are read by. every body. That
Shalt beauteous blase upon the day,
BURPEE & LAMB
find their way back to scenes of their
And
bless the parent's evening ray
la why they are so popular and
youth none receives a warmer wel
That watch’d thy early morning.
Sole Agents
come than he.—Ed.]
effective,
____
erjiolwl Burns,
Adrertlelng rates baaed upon circulation and

very reasonable.
Communication! upon toploa of general inter
eet are solicited.
Entered at the postofflee la Bockland for clr
inflation at aeconi-class postal rates.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Bat
urday morning, fcou 460 Malo Street. Bock
land, Maine.
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>VER & CO.
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laMimgMiapFBMAN’s-HniviF. of GOOD VALUESWMEsamawawBr

SEND TRAWLERS OUT.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEA

Rockland, Maine. Sept. 1, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman,In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co , and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of August 30,
1921, there was printed a total ot 5806 copies

Before me,

OF GOOD VALDES

East Coast Receivers Turn Affairs Over To New Corpor
ation, Which Will Start Fish Industry Anew

FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

w

a
The reorganization of the East Maryland, both having their location
Pl
Coast interests into a new corporation >n New York City, were elected on the
□
DEMOCRATIC HELPERS
s:
known as the Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc.,
,
. ,
...
“The men who had made the reor- Vk//!-: will stake our chance of
was
perfected
in
this
city
yesterday,
ganiZBtlon
possible
by
furnishing
the
The Democratic party is making
>
"
winning your patronage on
and at midnight last night the re- necessary cash to carry it through
s*
good its recent threat to launch a
one small order. That sounds
ceivers, Gen. George W. Goethals and i were to designate two directors, and i
r
partisan attack on the Administration. Harry M. Verrill, ceased to have any as their representatives Irving Cox of
fair, doesn't it?
This is evidenced in the picayunish
the firm of marine architects ana enNot one pound of steak, not,
X
gineers of Cox & Stevens, and Henr}’
attack made by the Democratic" Na connection with the concern.
o
It was stated that the Taylor in- o. Whiton, president of the Union Sulone ounce of butter or a slice of
tional Committee upon President
terests have been entirely eliminated, phur Company of New York City, were
g
bacon can leave this shop un
Harding's effort to fleep physically fit
The new corporation is formed on the eIected.
less it is in proper condition
for the tremendous responsibilities of
,
“It was provided that Judge Hale of
basis of 450,000 shares, with no stated thp Unitpd Stateg Distriet Court of
o
and properly priced.
4
his office by getting physical recrea
par value, of which 250,000 shares will Maine was to designate two directors
A
full
line
of
MEATS
and
tion outside of office hours and be
bl
be issued in connection with theTeor^ and he drafted Hon. William T. Cobb
GROCERIES.
tween Saturday noon and Monday ganization.
Rockland will be the and Maynard S. Bird, and made those
s
Free Delivery Saturdays.
0
morning. It is also evidenced in the .
,
. ,
_
,
, appointments without consulting these
s
headquarters
of
the
Deep
Sea
I'
ishgen
ti
e
men,
and
insisted
on
their
servhullaballoo the Democrats are raising
eries, Inc. and Martin J. Brinkley of jng.
over the Republican tax bill, as passed
J,
New York will be the corporation’s
"Neither Mr. Bird nor Mr. Cobb has
o
by tfie House. While the Democrats
secretary and comptroller.
had an>" dircct or indirect financial inare criticizing the Republicans for the
,,
.,
,
.
, , .
. , . terest in the former companies, nor are
President Bullock stated last night they ftnanc|a„y interested beyond the
tax bill, they are opposing every move
that the corporation proposes to make extent necessary to qualify them to
made by the Administration in the improvements to the plant and have it act as directors in the new company.
Boys’ Fall weight Khaki Pants
Boys’ Fine Suits—good weight
613
'Srdirection of economy.
In readiness for operation as early as Cnder the circumstances, however,
at
and excellent wearing.............
*
It should be constantly kept in mind possible. The cold storage facilities they were wmjng to serve, their sole
W
CQ
that by far the greater portion of any will be increased and the outfit for pre- puriiose and desire in complying with
paring chilled fish will be perfected, the wish of Judge Hale, which practiBoys’ Stockings, Heavy Weight,
tax bill which will be framed during It is probable that sardines will be ' caiiy was a command, was the feeling
Boys’ high grade 2-pant Suits,
the next few years will be used to pay packed this fall, and one or two j on their part that it was their duty to
50c value........................................
OWL’S HEAD
$12 and $15 values. Special ’ *
off debts incurred by the Wilson ad trawlers will be put in operation. “The do everything in their power to assist
M,.s Lyford o Nute has returned to
ministration. Although we had less industry will be conducted conserva- ln rehabilitating the business affairs in
Light weights 35c value.............
lively, but with considerable improve- which this community is and has been h *
in penae(lok x h after a
men mobilized than either of them,
ments,” was the way the situation was so deeply interested, and which if a few weeks- vlalt \vith her sister, Mrs,
Juvenile Suits, heavy all wool up-to-date
and had to make no foreign loans or summarized last night.
successful outcome is reached will do j A post
buy any raw material from foreign
colors, styles and patterns Q 7
This morning the following official much to increase the business pros- jjJ.g \nnje a
Knight of Camden
Boys’ Neckties, dandies............. .. ..
nations, our per day cost of winning statement was issued from the office perity of the city as well as the State. ’ ga‘; ,, a luncheonlast Thursday at the
A real bargain, why pay more?
“
"That the gentlemen who have taken K(,sers h()US(. in hun,„.
hur daughthe war under the Democratic man of A. S. Littlefield, counsel for the new
corporation:
positions on the board of directors, of tei. ;lnd friends
□
agement was four times that of Great
...
„ whlch George BuIlock of New York.
Miss E" Frances Woodman and Miss -j
Britain, six times that of France and
On -Wednesday
there was brought the president and general manager of Abbie Fay of Boston are guests of
A complete line of Boys’ Sweaters,
Young Men’s High School Suits, latest
the new corporation is the seventh Mrs. Samuel Russell at Buttercup cot
ten times that of Italy. It is these to a culminationa reorganization of
Raincoats, Blouses and Underwear. All
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Littlefield.
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Boys’ Corduroy Suits...................
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Company who had paid $750,000 in idea of the efforts put forth by the grounds Monday night when our town o
Probably the Democratic party is cash to the French Government as the members of the reorganization com- meeting was held. It was a lively X
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driven to this extreme by reason of final payment upon the trawlers,should mittee and the parties financially in- time at the beginning and interesting
designate two directors, and at their terested in bringing about the reorIts failure to “put on" a calamity cam suggestion Richard Deming, vice presi- ganization to produce this happy cul- to those who had never attended one. tn
The moderator, C. Yey Holman, was
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administration and its policies were
Hoosiek Falls. N. Y., and Mrs. Gilbert
^bringing ruin to business and idleness
Ranson and son Edward of Benning
ton, Vt., who have been at the Pills
to workingmen. The record of the
Referendum Petition Withdrawn After Evidence of Fraud bury cottage for two months, have re
business and industrial world during
421 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
FOOT OF L1MEROCK
turned to their homes.
Had Been Furnished Governor and Council.
the past two months has deprived the
Castle Comfort is closed for the sum
Democratic party of what it had
mer.
Bion Whitney motored to Portland
hoped W’ould be a winning issue. Be
fflS5l S3fYTVA GOOD 30 3WOH
The referendum petition calling for
ing denied the somewhat peculiar de a Statewide vote on the matter of ton illegally. The withdrawal of the j last Saturday and returned on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Springer of New
petitioners rendered it unnecessary to
light of making merry over a business dividing the town of South Thomas produce testimony on this point.
to acquire Western education and
York are guests of Carl L. Libby' and
EMPIRE THEATRE
SOUTH WARREN
ton
was
withdrawn
yesterday
after
and industrial depression, it now hopes
culture and there his overpowering
As a result of Mr. Otis' investiga family at Bayview Farm. Mr. Springer
evidence
had
been
presented
to
the
love for the girl of his choice leads,
tion he is convinced that whatever for is interested in the Carter Ink Co.
to find an issue in the efforts of the
Tomorrow
’
s
Stature.
"Wet
Gold,
”
is
Governor and Council showing that geries and other fraudulent acts were
Miss Lucille Burns of Friendship is
Vern Pierce has returned to Worces
him to disgrace in the eyes of his
Republican administration to devise a many of the signatures were fraudu
committed, the South Thomaston peo ter after spending the summer at Owls visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Rose a picture which' will hold you from countrymen.—advt.
sane program of raising money to lent. The act of Legislature is con- ple or their representatives in Port- Head.
start to finish—faultless in every deMarshall.
meet the obligations incurred by the sequently in force, and the new town land acted in absolute good faith, and
i
tail. It has romance, adventure, love •
Miss
Eva
Bucklin
eturned
Saturday
frenzied financing of the Wilson re of Owls Head is a reality.
that the faults were entirely due to
Telephone that item ot news to The
At yesterday's hearing- Owls Head the fact that these men were deceived Courier-Gazette, where thousands of from a week’s Visit with her aunt, interest, the fascination of hidden
gime.
Every man should be free.
treasure. The floor 'of the Atlantic
was represented by Ensign Otis of by the solicitors employed.
reader* will eee It.
Mrs. Carrie Packard in Bangor.
Every Healthy man is free.
’ was its studio. The caniera has eaught
Rockland, and the petitioners were
THE FREE CLINICS
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jordan of Port I the hidden secrets of the deep and
Throw off the shackles of Dis
represented by Leigh and Southard of
ease and be a free man. CHI
land were weekend guests at L. R. used them as a thrilling background
Augusta. Mr. Otis called numerous
Dr. Coombs of Waldoboro, member witnesses, who testified that their al
Bucklin’s. They were accompanied for a human story—a story which
ROPRACTIC will do this for
home by Mrs. Cynthia Counce enroute starts in a New York hotel, switches ,
you. It will go right to the root
of the State Board of Health, speak leged signatures on the petitions were
of the evil, i. e.. the CAUSE
for Cliftondale, Mass.
to a Southern mansion, trt.en to the
ing briefly at the meeting of the Red forgeries. Mr. Otis then called to the
Wallace Smalley of Pepperill, Mass., shore of a lost island in th\e tropics, j
and will adjust the same. No
stand
a
number
of
the
verifying
peti

Cross board last evening, laid em
was, a guest last Thursday night at where treasure is sought at '{he bot
fooling about the EFFECT.
tioners, who had sworn to the validity
phasis upon the great value of the of the other signatures, and forced
C. J. Copelands’s.
tom of the ocean.
T
There is no reason why if you
Can you realize that summer is over? Only another
Mrs. Nettie Copeland attended the
are loaded down with the
For Saturday, Sessue Hayakjawa in I
clinic at Knox Hospital for the free them to admit that in many instances
week before school begins. Have you bought all THAT
funeral of Charles Benner in Rockland “Where Lights Are Low.” Tn\e star j
“shackles
of
Disease"
you
treatment of persons suffering from they had no knowledge of the facts.
should not at once consult your
Sunday.
is seen in the roje of a Chinese prince
BOY
needs
yet?
New
goods
are
coming
in
fast
these
Following
a
brief
argument
by
the
venereal diseases who are unable to
Mrs. Edith Mahoney returned Sun who falls in love with a gardiVier’s I
Chir-opractor who will make
counsel on each side Gov. Baxter ruled
days. The quality is good and prices are right. We have
pay for such treatment. Dr. Coombs, that when it had been shown that any
day from a week’s visit with relatives daughter. When hl's illustrious ultiele, ;
you a free man again. Consul
who
has
planned
big
things
for
\the
in Loudville.
tation and Spinal Analysis Free.
who has charge of this great work of considerable number of names cn a
not purchased an article that we cannot guarantee.
Mrs. Laura Copeland, Mrs. Esther prince, discovers the state of affairs ,
relief throughout Maine, called atten petition were forgeries, and that the
DAVIS
STURM
Newbert, Mrs. Letitia Montgomery, he immediately makes arrangements
tion to the fact that several hundred verifiers were not competent to say
Boys’ Stockings, Gordons.........
Boys’ Shirts and Blouses. ..........
Miss Jeannette Libby and Miss Olive for a public betrothal of the prir
Palmer School Graduate Chiropractors
as to the validity of the remaining
................................. 3 prs. for 25c
dollars has been expended in fitting signatures, he would feel obliged to
Copeland started Tuesday on the to the daughter of a wealthy mandari
................................75c, 90c, $1.00
Hours: 2 to 5 p. m , dally;
Boys’ Stockings, Golf stockings
Grange Trail for Presque Isle.
The prince rebels but finds that evei
our local hospital with a modern out throw out the entire petition.
Boys’ Wool Flannel Shirts. .. $2.00
6.30 to 7 30, Monday. Wednesday, Saturday
beauties ................................. $1.50
Cleveland
Burns
and
family,
Mrs.
love
must
give
way
to
tradition
ir
Half a dozen of the larger petitions
fit in this connection, whose value to
Boys’ Wool Blouses....... 60c, $1.00
400 Main Street : Rockland : Telephone
Boys’ Caps, Swan-Russell. . .$1.00
Beulah Slichting of Koslindale, Mass., his country. He is sent to America
Knox county cannot be expressed in were investigated in this manner, and
Boys' Wool Sweaters. $3.50, $5.00
Boys 'Soft Hats, kippy stuff. .$1.50
and
Mrs.
Gertie
Bums
were
at
after the noon recess the proceedings
Boys’ Suits, at all prices from
j Boys’ Overalls .................75c, $1.00
terms of money. Dr. Kellar of Thom came to an abrupt close. Mr. Leigh
T. W. Marshall's Sunday on their way
............................... $5.00 to $12.00 1 Boys' Wash Suits. $1.25, $1.75, $2
to their home in Friendship from
aston is the physician in charge. stated that he saw the futility of any
Southeast Harbor, where they had
Women and children can he treated further defence of the petitions, and
been for a few days.
Men’s Overalls at $1.10 is a very good price too.
There Are No Better
Monday afternoons from 3 to 4; women that if the grave discrepancies really
existed neither he nor his clients
Work Shirts of all colors at 98c each.
only, Tuesday evenings, 7.30 to 8.30;
wished to have the matter go to refer
We have an elegant Stocking at 25c per pair that we guarantee.
men only, Thursday evenings, 7.30 to endum.
Money back if they don’t give satisfaction.
8.30. “The innocent sufferers from
It was also claimed by the opponents
Our Men's Flannel Shirts are coming in and they are dandies at all
this dreadful cause,” said Dr. Coombs, of the referendum that a large num
Prices from $1.00 to $4.00
ber of persons were registered as
“are numerous and a distinct moral
voters in the town of South Thomasmenace to any community. Knox Hos
pital can conduct an out-patient de
NEW SPEAR BLOCK s i AT THE BROOK : : ROCKLAND, ME.
partment for the poor that will be of
WARREN
incalculable value to Knox county and
George Lermond andfamily of Whit
I hope it has the support of every help
insville ad Mrs. Hattie McFarland and
ful citizen.”
C. C. McFarland of Union were callers

Is Your Boy Getting Ready for School?

OUTFIT HIM HERE AT THESE PRICES
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WILLIS AYER

Many articles discussing Maine's
lobster law pro anil con are coining to
The Courier-Gazette desk and for the
most part we arc pleased to give them
publicity, the subject appealing as it
does to a wide circle of readers., Oc
casionally a communication comes to
hand so violently personal that we
have to decline printing it. There is
no need for a correspondent to he per
sonal if he is arguing a just cause.
And then there is the anonymous con
tribution. That goes into the waste
basket at once.

HAD A CLOSE CALL.

on Mrs. Sarah Russell, Tuesday.
, C. C. Skinner and family who have
been spending the summer at Port
Clyde, have moved into the house
which they bought from Dr. Webb.
John Ulmer and family of Boston
are visiting C. A. Webb.
Chester Starrett and family are
visiting his mother, Mrs. Estelle Star
rett.
Mrs. Addie Starrett is visiting in
Union.
Charles Starrett is hauling the lum
ber he cut last winter. ...
Who would not like to live on a farm
and have plenty of everything good to
eat, especially when everything is so
high? The frost will soon come.
The weight of a bushel of plums is
56 pounds, heap measure. That was
the weight 30 years ago When we were
selling them. The old-fashioned way
to preserve plums:
Take an equal
amount of sugar and plums. Put sugar
in preserving kettle and dissolve. When
hot put in plums, a pint at a time.
When skins crack dip out. Pour the
syrup on the plums and let stand 24
hours. The sugar will settle. Then
put on stove and heat until all is dis
solved and put in cans. All that is
lacking is an old-fashioned hot cream
biscuit with a nice slice of butter. The
weight of pears is 56 pounds, heap
measure. Pears are very heavy.

From a personal letter The CourierGazette learns that Dr. W. E. Crockett
of Boston came close to—well, this is
what he wrote:
“Tuesday, the 16th,
at a quarter of 3 in the morning, I
was up, feeling uncomfortable from
asthma. I got relief, and turned off
the jet, hut in doing so hit another
gas-cotk and opened it wide. Not be
ing able to smell, I thought my bad
feeling was from asthma, not think
ing of the gas. I crawled to the door,
unlocked it, got back to the bed—and
four hours later was found on the
floor. A doctor was six hours getting
ALL LEAGUE TEAM.
me fully ‘out of it.’ Got on my feet
The Courier-Gazette selection from
in the afternoon and next morning was
down to City Hall attending to a little the Twilight League for an All-League
business, Something left of the old team and second team will he pub
lished in Saturday’s issue. Each cap
buy yet.”
tain will also give his selections.
CAPT. GEORGE G. WEBSTER
No Thought of the Morrow.
News was received here this morning
Many people take no care of their
of the death in Vinalhaven of Capt. money till they come nearly to the end
.George G. Webster, formerly com of it, and others do Just the same
mander of steamboats on the Vinalixilh their tipie,—Goethe.
hayeB Tine,
___________
._______

JIM’S CORNER

We have all Models on the Floor

Resources

JIM’S 55c SPECIAL CHOGOIATES

1905

$399,000.00

are now 45c a Pound
The price is a second consideration. It’s the quality
of these goods that sells them and makes you come back
for more.

Try a pound and be convinced,
fied we will refund your money.

ALL KINDS OF USE
Some extra good bargains. Come in

HORSES

1910

$9X4,000.00
1915

for “first money” in their cla

$1,357,000.00

FRESH

$2,752,000.00
If you are not satis-

Fruit Specials for- Friday and Saturday

4

Per Cent

Paid on Savings Accounts

Your last chance to get some of these SUGAR
PLUMS for preserving 10c doz. 60c a basket

Deposits Your Money

Somebody

Why Not You

----- CIGARS, CIGARETTES and TOBACCO Pipe Repairing a Specialty

352 MAIN STREET............................ CORNER ELM

HORSES

Drivers, workers, horses for every pu

Large pink meat CANTALOUPES, 10c each
PEARS—Extra large California Bartletts,. .
...............................................................6 for 25c

JAMES DONDIS

TROTTERS,
PACERS,
fitted for the \track and good

SECURITY

TRUST COMPANY
Rockland

Union
Warren

Vinalhaven

good trades in second-hand horses.

Two yoke of 3 year old steers.
One yoke of 4 year old oxen.
Fancy stuff.

GROCERY AND ROAD WA
HEADQUARTERS FOR U. S. Til
REAL ESTATE—We always have some go

Geo. M. Simmo
23 Tillson Avenue
TELEPHONE 4-W

ROCKLAND,

1

Every-Other-Day
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WILL INVOKE THE

Calk of tbe cown

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

OOMIWO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sept. 3,—Warren—Co. B, 24th Maine Volun
teer Infantry meeta at I. O. O. F. hall.
Sept 4—Annual field day of Rockland Lodge,
B I*. O. E at Round Pond.
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT
Sept f»—Labor Dav Celebration and Pa
triarchs Militant Field Day nt Vinalhaven.
»
Sept. 5—Labor Day.
Sept. 5—Field Day of Third Battalion, Pa
triarchs Militant at Vinalhaven.
8ept. 8—Pleasant Valley Grange Fair.
Sept. 9-12—New York Lite Insurance Co.
convention at the Samoset.
I
Sept. 10—Civil Service examination for rural
mall carrier, in Rockland and Camden.
Sept. 12—City schools begin. '
Sept. 12—Special State Election on Constitu
tional Amendments.
Sept 13—The Ladles Aid of the M. E. church
serve Harvest Supper In the vestry.
Sept. 14-16—Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs meets at Castine.
Sept. 14-17—Maine State Agricultural Fair
meets ln Lewiston.
Sept 15-16—Hancock County Fair meets In
Bluehill.
Sept 16—Big baseball banquet for Twilight
•
League players at Oakland Park restaurant.
Sept. 20-21—Annual Cattle Show and Fair of
St George’s Agricultural Society In Montville.
Sept. 26 (6 30 p. in, standard)—Adjourned
town meeting at Owls Hfad.
Sept. 27, 28, 29—North Knox Fair meets ln
Onion.
Oct. 2—Standard Time resumed in Rockland.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair meeta ln
Damariscotta.
A potato which weighs two pounds,
The interruption of power at Oak
Oct. 6—Tranquility Grange Agricultural As
has almost as many arms and legs as land Park Tuesday night while the
sociation meets in Lincolnville.
Oct. 10-13—New England Branch Annual an octopus and as many eyes as Argus, dancing was at its height caused some
meeting of the W. F. M. S. at Rockland M. E. came from the garden of Marcena B. dismay, but the versatile manager,
Church.

Another lot of Misses’ Jersey Suits at $10.00
FALL COATS

Small lot of Misses’ and Ladies’ Coats, priced at

$10.00 and $15.00

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Winslow on Limerock street Tuesday. Mr. Trim, turned the incident to good
Not room for many of those birds in advantage by introducing flashlight
a «ingle hill.
waltzes, which he has not yet had time
to copyright. Crowd liked ’em.
There is no afternoon concert at
Oakland Park today, hut the Knox
The Rockland Veteran Firemen’s
Electrics and Lobsters will talk it over Association is getting ready for its
at 6 p. m. Tomorrow afternoon the trip to Randolph, where it will take
Knox Electrics and Rockport will meet part in the muster. With only 15 men
at 4.30, but there will be no evening on the brakes, the tub Tuesday night
game. Tomorrow’s contest will prob threw a stream of 188 feet. One of the
ably mnrk the windup of the League features of the muster will be the
season.
contest between the Senator Baxters
and Sagadahocks of Bath, between
A wayward girl, 16 years of age was whom there is great rivalry.
brought into Judge Miller’s court
Tuesday by her father, who asked the
Officers John T. Berry and L. H.
court to use its influence in correcting Gray have completed their annual va
the girl’s ways The name of a married cations and are now back on their
man was brought into the case. Judge respective beats. Mr. Berry’s most in
Miller placed the girl under probation teresting diversion was a 257-mile
for one year, during which she must motor trip, which took him, and his
report weekly to Miss Jeannette Sim guest, Patrolman Lamb, to Bangor,
mons of the Overseers of the Poor.
Waterville and many other places.

FAMILY REUNIONS.

Sept. 1—Phllbrook family at Oakland Park.
Sept. 1—Young family at Oakland Park.
Sept. 1—Leadbetter family at Union hall,
North Haven.
Sept. 5—Wilson and Teel families at Frank
Towle’s, Port Clyde
Sept. 6—Wellman family, at home of Charles
Wellman in Belmont.
Sept. 8—Teague and Hyer families at the
pine grove of E. C. Teague, North Waldoboro
Sept. 10—Head of the Lake School Associa
tion, al- the School House.

NO PAPER NEXT TUESDAY ..

There will be no Issue of The
Courier-Gazette on Tuesday of next
week, In order that the office force may
have full opportunity to enjoy Labor
Day. Advertisers and others will please
take notice.
Standard time in Rockland will be
resumed the first Sunday in October.
The date is Oct. 2

"We enjoyed seeing our old friend
E. A. Butler when he was here some
months ago, also Fred J, Simonton
when he was here to the Elks con
vention; it ioked like old home,"
writes J. W. Jackson from Los
Angeles.

Blossoms of wondrous beauty, from
the canna bed on Herbert W. Keep’s
premises, adorned the editorial rooms
recently. It is probably the only canna
variety of its kind ln Maine, and the
horticulturists from whom Mr. Keep
bought it, have made, a valuable’ex
Charles Lawry of 19 Purchase street
change of shrubs and seeds for a few has left on the desk of the floral editor
of the bulbs.
a freak dahlia. Most of its petals are
a deep red, but near the center is a
Charles H. Nye, Jr., was arraigned little tuft of white petals.. A curious
ln Judge Miller’s court Tuesday, little thing.
charged by Miss Jeannette Simmons,
overseer of the poor, with failing to
support his two minor children. Judge
Miller found probable cause, and Mr.
Nye was ordered to recognize in the
sum of |200 for appearance at the Sep
tember term of Supreme Court.

«

Charles L. Gregory, son of Supt.
Charles E. Gregory of the Street Rail
way, was operated upon for appendi
citis at Silsby Hospital last Saturday.
The operation was very successful and
the young man is rapidly recovering.

The Camden Anchor-Rockland Ma
chine Co. has appealed from the de
cision of the Industrial Accident Com
mission which dert-eed that it should
pay the hospital expenses of George
A. Wardwell, a former empoye, and
$15 a week for the period he was laid
up. The matter now goes to Supreme
Court. Mr. Wardwell had one of his
knees bruised while working, an ab
scess formed. While he was in the
hospital pneumonia developed. Pay
son for claimant; Nelson of Augusta
for the company.

WAN-E-SET INN”
ON SHORE FRONT
TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.

Chprles S. Alperin, formerly of this
city, who has been in the cloihlng
business with his uncle, J. E. Goff, in
Whitinsville, Mass, for several years,
has gone to Holyoke, Mass, and will
hereafter be associated with his
brother in their chain of self-service
shoe stores.

SPECIAL SHORE DINNERS

A Bordeaux post card was received
Tuesday by a member of The CourierGazette staff from Capt. H. J. Phll
brook of the steamship Jolee, which
was at that port Aug. 18. Capt. Phillirook expected to sail the following
day for the Canary Islands and West
African ports. He writes that he
called on F. C. Norton at the Bordeaux
Y. M. C. A. that day.

Parties kindly make appointments

SUNDAY AND LABOR DAY

S1.5O PER PLATE

TELEPHONE W. E. SHERER, 24

CHARLES W. RAWLEY, Prop.

enclose the premises in a solidly built
fence of sightly construction, to be
coated with appropriate paint nnd all
to be of a similar appenrance, the
said fence to be at least eight or ten
feet high.
"If the owners elect, each property
shall be separately divided by line
fences along the record lines. All of
the same to be ordered to be com
pleted on or before the first day of
October, 1921.
"I urge upon you to take immediate
action on the foregoing complaint, and
I hereby and herewith give you notice
that unless immediate action, which
is satisfactory to me, is taken by your
Board on or before the sixth day of
September, 1921, It is my intention to
bring, or cause to be brought a tax
payer’s action against your Board, or
against your City Government, or both,
for failure to enforce the laws as made
and provided in such cases, and for
such other and appropriate remedy as
may lie within the premises.
“If you address your answer in care
of your City Solicitor, Frank A. Tirrell,
Jr., 423 Main street, he has agreed to
let me know what action you take, or
intend to take, with regard to the fore
going. Yours respectfully,
(Signed)
Walter T. Stern.
“P. S.t The suggestion that I have
made for a fence is only one remedy,
and perhaps a partial remedy, which
is in the nature of a palliative. I am
not undertaking to dictate what ac
tion your Board shall take if some bet
ter remedy than the wil
plan can
be found.”
Aug. 27, 1921.
• * • •
Mr. Stern,is a
the New
& Ellinwood, of 60 Wall Street, He is a
member of Rockland's summer colony,
occupying the Irving Smith cottage
at Bay Point.

Schooner Helvetia from New York,
and Melrose, from Norfolk, Va., ar
rived at this port yesterday,
*
-----Waterville and Rockland will be the
opposing teams at Oakland
Park,
Labor Day afternoon, at 3 o’clock.
There will also be a 1 o’clock game,
but Supt. Trim has not fully de
termined what teams will play.

The Rockland Motor Mart delivered
a 6-cylinder Buick roadster to Har
rison F. Hix Tuesday.

The new boat on the route between
Rockland and Criehaven is named the
Calista Morrill; is 60 feet long and
has a 55 h. p. engine. Stewart Ames
is captain. The boat makes three trips
week—Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays and is giving much satis
faction. Fred S'. Rhodes used his in
fluence in securing this boat for the
line, and a corporation will be organ
ized tonight In Charles T. Smalley’s
law office. The directors will be;
Stanley E. Palmeter and William II.
Durang of Matinlcus; H. J. McClure,
H. Wilson and W. T. Barter, of Crie
haven; and H. H. Stover, F. S. Rhodes
and S. T. Ames of Rockland.

Lawrence Creamer, an Italian, was
arraigned before Judge Miller Tuesday
on the charge of having committed as
sault and battery upon Annie Parker
in her mother's house on Lime street.
It is alleged that Creamer struck the
girl over the shoulder with a broom
stick He pleaded "nolo,” made res
titution and paid costs of court,
amounting to $5.80. Tirrell for rei sP°ni en

Dr. Leland Gitchrest. who is spend
ing the last days of his summer va
cation in this city, wouldn’t think of
coming back to Maine without indulg
ing In a deep-sea flshing trip. Mon
day he went out with Capt. A. B. Nor
ton and Arthur A. Bain in the latter’s
boat and on the Matinicus Ashing
grounds they bagged 275 codfish. Dr.
Gilchrest, in proof of his story, will
carry back to New Jersey a deep coat
of tan and a large and variagated as
sortment of blisters.

The St. George’s Agricultural Society
of Montville holds its third annual
cattle show and fair Sept. 20 and 21,
and has offered $3000 in purses, prem
turns and attractions. The Lone Star
Wild West Show and Maxim Air Ser
vice Co will give exhibitions each day.
Sept. 20 is Grange day and Sept. 21 Is
Camden and Rockland Day. The Al
bion Band will furnish music.
If
stormy, the fair will be held the next
pleasant day.

Returning
from
the steamboat
wharf early yesterday morning Harry
Carr found his passage blocked op
posite the Pollock store by Abraham
Cassman, who demanded the return
of the deposit which he had made
with his application for admission to
the order of Brith Abraham. Mr. Carr
advised him to see the proper offi
cials, whereupon Mr. Cassman angrily
threatened to have the charter re
voked. Just who was the aggressor
in the little scrap which followed was
not altogether clear, but Cassman ex
hibited a cut which he claims to have
been made by Carr, and the latter
paid the costs, amounting to $10.58
Carr claims that Cassman struck him
with a "bald-headed broom," breaking
his glasses and smashing the brim of
his straw lid. Tirrell for complainant
and Smalley for respondent.

Everything is in readiness for the
opening of the South Kennebec Fair
at South Windsor, Labor Day. This
“World’s Fair” is what puts South
Windsor on the map once a year. The
racing card includes five classes, being
the game as that of last year, which
proved so popular.
Several horses
have already arrived at the grounds
and are trying out the track which
On complaint of Charles W. Collins, has been put in excellent condition.
who resides at the Head of the Bay,
Home made cake and doughnut sale
Thomas Nassar of Rockland was ar
raigned in Municipal Court Tuesday Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Fred Bur
charged with violating one of the sec pee, 104 Limerock street. Tel. 774-W.
104-It—advt.
tions of the new motor vehicle law.
Mr. Nassar and friends passed the
BORN
Collins residence Sunday and ran into
Harriman—West Appleton, Aug. 15, to Mr.
Mr. Collins’ dog, which came out of
and Mrs. Tracy Harriman, a son, Raymond
the bushes about 400 feet from the George.
house. According to Mr. Collins the
motorist did not stop to see what in
MARRIED
jury he had caused, and likewise re
McKinney-Brown—Lincolnville, Aug. 29, by
Rev.
Mr.
Griffiths.
Roscoe H. McKinney of Rock
fused to stop when Mr. Collins com
and Helen Marie Brown of Lincolnville
manded him to do so upon his return land
Wlle.v-Mllla—Tenant’s Harbor, Sept 1, Claude
from South Thomaston. Mr. Nassar E. Wiley and Jessie Mills, both of Tenant'
claimed that the affair was purely ac Harbor.
Grotton-GUdden—Razorvllle, Aug. 28
by
cidental, nnd that he did not stop, Missionary
W. E. Overlock, John L Grotton and
when asked to do so by Mr. Collins, Miss Gladys V. Glldden, Loth of Razorvllle
Leonard-Aines—Union, Aug. 28, by Rev. C. F
for the reason that he did not like the
looks of the four-foot club which the Smith, Clarence Leonard and Miss Ariel
Ames, both of Union.
owner of the dog carried. Mr. Nassar,
who is one of the heroes of the World
DIED
War, claimed that this fact should be
Ames—Union, Aug. 30, Dina B. Ames, aged
taken into consideration, but Judge 77 years, 5 months
Gould—Camden, Aug. 29, Maynard 8. Gould,
Miller replied that it was beyond his
30 years.
province to take anything into con aged
Ames—Union, Aug. 30, Dura B. Ames, aged
sideration except the facts as present 76 years, 5 months and 1 day. Funeral Friday
ed to him in a court of Justice, He at 1 p. m. standard Burial at West Rockport
Davis—South Union, Aug 31, Ercel Flora
imposed a fine of $10 and costs, the daughter
of Mr and Mrs. Homer Davis, aged
latter amounting to $5.74, Tirrell for 3 months and 6 days. Funeral Friday 10
in , standard.
respondent.

What fun is a Holiday if there isn’t Lots to Eat?
Try one of those Fores of Lamb, 15c lb.
Legs of Real Fresh Spring Lamb, 39c

9c up

Public Health Ofhcer David L. Mc
Carty yesterday received a communi
cation of which thc following is a
copy:
• • • •
"To the Local Health Officers of the
City of Rockland, State of Maine;
Gentlemen: —
"I, the undersigned, as an inhabitant
of your city, acting under Section
Eight, and following sections, of Chap
ter twenty-five, of your Revised Ordi
nances, do hereby and herewith com
plain of a certain nuisance which I
consider dangerous to life and health
within the limits of your city, which
lias existed, to the best of my knowl
edge and belief, approximately two
years;—to wit, the continued exist
ence of the unsightly ruins ot a cer
tain fire or conflagration which sub
stantially totally destroyed buildings
on a plot of land bounded on the front
by Main street, on one side by Winter
street, and running southerly a dis
tance of approximately live or six
hundred feet along Main street, and
unning east a distil ice of approxi
mately two or three hundred feet.
’I call upon you personally, or by ap
pointed agents, to Immediately Inspect
and examine the said premises, and
do herewith and hereby request you
to order the suppression and removal
of the said nuisances and conditions
which are manifestly detrimental to
life and health, as well as a continued
Impairment of the value of the real
estate adjoining and a serious economic
harm to your city, also a detriment
to its civic welfare and that of its
population, tax-payers, and visitors.
“I believe that this condition should
not have been permitted to exist and
continue, and in order that this com
plaint shall contain some construc
tive suggestion as to a remedy im
mediately available to you, I there
fore suggest that your Board order
the owners of the said property to

Earl F. Goff, one of the crew of the
U. S. S. Graham—the mine planter
commanded by Capt. Edward Gonia
of Rockland—fell from a height of 25
feqt to the floor of a dry dock in the
Canal Zone a few days ago, and was
taken to a hospital in critical condi
tion.

SUNDAY AND LABOR DAY

BEEF,

Says Lawyer Stem of New York City In a Communica
tion To the Rockland Health Board.

Boatswain Roy O. Martyn was sum
moned before the Naval Retiring
Board in Washington recently, and was
retired no account of physical disa
bility, incurred in line of duty during
the war.
He was stationed in Rock
land near the close of the war, and
this information will Interest many
friends.

COBB’S
CORNED

LAW

Fancy Western
newly corned

EVERYTHING ELSE IN MEATS AND FISH
Little Tinker Mackerel, 3 lbs. for 25c

CARD OF THANKS.

(right out of the u)ater)

f

‘I

AU FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

I have a fine line of the well known

J. P. S. Boys and Girls

SCHOOL SHOES

PLEASE ORDER EARLY
GUARANTEED

ROUBLE SERVICE

It will pay you to se<
before buying elsewhoro.

my line

CARD OF THANKS.

We wish to thank our friends for the many
acts of kindness rendered during the illness
our dear wife, mother and sister, when she
could appreciate them, also for help during the
funeral and the beautiful flowers.
Arthur and Evelyn Wincapaw, Mr. and Mrs.
U. S Wincapaw, Mrs Elizabeth Blastnw, Her
bert Blastow, Mrs. Mary A. Gray, Mrs. Addle
M. French.
East Union.

The charge for publishing a Card of Thanks
Is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
Poetry published with an obituary Is charged

for at 10 cents a line

QUALITY

COBBS
THE CLEAN STORE

■

i

SERVICE

WIGHTS usTT°oTRr
Another sale of sweet Santa Clara Prunes. The
same kind as oUr last sale. The kind the people want—
beginning FRIDAY MORNING—and while the lot lasts
one pound or a hundred at

TEN

CENTS A POUND

Every week we have a lot of customers who always
find what they want here. Who say “Oh, dear. I’ve
been in a half dozen stores” looking for this or that; and
they do the same thing the next week. Now we say to
those people, the next time you go out to shop, why not
START HERE, and then instead of running all around
like a hen with its head cut off, and getting all excited,
worried and heated, you get here just what you are look
ing for and in addition fair prices with courteous treat
ment and the opportunity to shop in a cool and in the
cleanest store in Rockland.
Remember, please what the poet or some other
good man says:
“He that bloweth not his own horn
His horn shall not be blowed!”

ESPECIAL!
EXTRAORDINARY SALE OF
PRESERVING JARS—A purchase made, so we can
sell them at a less cost than the wholesale dealer asks
today.

••• I 1KV
one of the best made.

Pints .
Quarts

.......................................... $1.10 doz.
.......................................... $1.25 doz.

Granulated Sugar ....................... .......................................... 7c
Royal Lily Flour................................................................. $1.25

New fancy Porto Rico Molasses, absolutely *7 C Cents
pure, the crop of 1921........................• ^gallon

CHIPSO—the famous Chipped Soap, made by the ivory
_______ Soap people....................................... 3 pkgs. for 25c
We prepare and bottle our full-strength Square Deal
Ammonia. None like it for sale in this town.

______________________ in large 15 and 25 cent bottles
In our DRUG DEPARTMENT you will find bargains
every day. Tooth brushes at.......................... 15c and 23c
Every school child should have one

Another shipment just in, of the great big rolls of Crepe
Toilet Paper, same price.....................6 rolls for a Quarter
Dr. Miles’ Anti-Pain Pills.................................................... 23c
Pierce’s Medical Discovery............................................. $1.00
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription........................................ $1.00
Lane’s Pleasant Tablets
25c
Cuticura Soap .........................................................................24c
Sedilitz Powders
29c

AND EXTRA for FRIDAY and SATURDAY only

100 doz. bottles WIDOW GREY’S

COUGH BALSAM at IOC a Bottle
Cure that cough early before it gets more seated.

The’ Wight Company
SALTED NUTS
lumbo Peanuts
Pecans
Almonds
Spanish Peanuts
Pistachio Nuts
FRESH PEANUT BRITTLE
Special for Saturday
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES 43c POUND

CHISHOLM BROTHERS
Opp. Waiting Room

Rockland, Me.

naiBiaiwn

NEW PRICES ON

SCHOOL SHOES
1

ARE THEY CHEAPER? HAVE PRICES 60RE10WN?
Look over the list below and compare the prices that

we had to get a year ago at this time with the prices that
we are able to sell the same lines for this year. Bear in
mind that these are identically the same grade. Abso
lutely all solid leather and guaranteed to give good ser
vice.

BOYS WALTON

SHOES

Kangaroo Grain Leather—Two Full Soles—All Solid
Sizes 9 to 13%, a year ago $3.25, NEW PRICE $2.25
Sizes 1 to 2, a year ago $3.50, .... NEW PRICE $2.50
Sizes 2% to 7, a year ago $4.00, .. NEW PRICE $3.00

August 30.

AT THE NEW LOW PRICES

CLOSED MONDAY

We wish to express our thanks for the many
acts of kindness and sympathy shown us by
friends and neighbors in our recent bereave
ment—the loss of our son Russell Gamage, also
for the many beautiful floral offerings.
Ray Winchenpaw and family
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C. H. Morey’s
Shoe Store
288 Main St.

OPP. STUDLEY’I

WHEN IN BOSTON—Swry taroe of Th»
Ceurler-Oizette II o» uk bj 4» Old South
Newa Co., Washington St. oppo.it. foot of
School
Call around and got * oopy of the
paper with the home ntwa.
$>-tt

Bamboo Serves All Purpose*.
The first thing a farmer doe*
China is to plant round three sides at
least of the site of his house a bam,
boo fence or grove, the second to cut
It down gradually, and therefrom
make every conceivable thing he may
want, from the house Itself down
his fan, opium-pipe uud chop-sticks.

GROWING GIRLS, MISSES AND CHILDRENS
Black and Brown Gun Metal, High Cut Lace
Sizes 5 to 8, a year ago $2.50.... NEW PRICE $1.75
Sizes 8% to 11, a year ago $3.00, NEW PRICE $2.00
Sizes 11 % to 2, a year ago $3.50, NEW PRICE $2.50
Sizes 2% to 7, a year ago $4.50 NEW PRICE $3.00

BI1STIIN SH OE STOIRE
EVERYTHING IN FOOT WEAR
—AND NEVER UNDERSOLD—
278 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

'x

J
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SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I.—Returning home after a
lay's shooting, Dyck Calhoun, gifted
young Irish gentleman of the time of the
French and American revolution, meets

fihella Llyn, seventeen-year-old girl visit
ing In the neighborhood. They are mutu
ally attracted. Sheila never knew her
dissipated father, Errls Boyne, her
mother having divorced him and resumed
her maiden name.
CHAPTER n.—Reaching home, Dyck
finds Leonard Mallow, son of Lord Mal
low, with a message from the attorney
neral summoning
Miles Calhoun,
rck's father, to Dublin.

K

CHAPTER III.—They go to Dublin and
there Mallow quarrels with Dyck and a
duel Is arranged. They fight with swords
and Dyck Is victor,
CHAPTER IV.—Errls Boyne, secretly In
French employ, gets Dyck drunk and
tries to persuade him to join In revolt
against England. They quarrel and Dyck
Is overheard to threaten Boyne. While
the former Is overcome with drugged
wine, Boyne’s second wife enters the
room and stabs her faithless husband to

the heart.

CHAPTER V.—Hours later the room Is
entered and Dyck arrested on a charge of
murder. He does not know If he killed
Boyne or not, he was so muddled with
the drugged wine.
CHAPTER VI.-8heila begs her mother
to go to Dublin with her to help Dyck.
Mrs. Llyn opposes the idea. A letter from

Mrs. Llyn’s wealthy brother in America

Invites them to come and live with him,
and they decide to go.

CHAPTER VII.—Dyck refuses to enter
any plea to the charge of murder except
"No Defense.” He might have escaped
by revealing Boyne’s treachery but re
fuses to do so, on Sheila’s account He is
sent to prison for eight years. Shelia
writes Dyck, assuring him of her belief
In his Innocence and urging him to come
to America after his prison term.
CHAPTER VIII.—Released after serv
ing four years, Dyck Is welcomed to free
dom by his servant, Michael Clones, and
a humble friend, Christopher Dogan.
Those two are all who care to remember
him. He Is practically destitute, his fa
ther dead and his estate swallowed by
creditors.
CHAPTER IX.—In London, almost pen
niless, Dyck receives a letter from Shelia
Inviting him to come to America and
sending money for the voyage. He feels
he cannot in honor go to her.

thing like that. Errls Boyne deserved
death—I care not who killed him—you
or another. He deserved death, and
it was right he should die. But that
you should kill him, apart from all
else—why. Indeed, oh, Indeed, It is u
tragedy, for you loved my daughter,
and the killing made a gulf between
you! There could be no murrlage In
such a case. She could not bear It,
nor could you. But please know this,
Mr. L'alhonu. that she never believed
you killed Errls Boyne. She lias said
so again and again. You are the only
man who hus ever touched her mind
or her senses, though many have
sought her. Wherever she goes men
try to win her, hut she has no thought
for any. Her mind goes hack to you.
Just when you entered the garden 1
learned—und only then—that you were
here. She hid It from me. but Dar
ius Boland knew, und he hud seen
your man, Michael Clones, und she
had then made him tell me. 1 was
Incensed. 1 was her mother, and yet
she had hid the thing from me.
I
, thought she came to this island for
the sake of Salem, and 1 found that
she carae not for Salem, but for you.
... Ah, Mr. Calhoun, she deserves
. what you did to save her, but you
should not have done It.”
“She deserves all that nny hetteg
man might do. Why don’t you marry
her to some great man In your repub
lic? It would settle my trouble for
me and free her mind from anxiety.
Mrs. Llyn. we are, not children, you
and I. You know life, and so do I,
and------ ”
She interrupted him. “Be sure of
i tills, Mr. Calhoun, she knows life even
better than either of us. She is. and
has always been, a girl of sense and
Judgment. When she was a child she
was my master, even in Ireland. Yet
she was obedient and faithful, and

CHAPTER X.—With Michael Clones,
Dyck joins the British navy as an en
listed man. There seems nothing else to
do. Bad conditions in the fleet result In
mutiny.
CHAPTER XI.—Dyck, joining the mu
tineers, is chosen by them to command
the ship, the Ariadne. Dissatisfied with
the conduct of the other ships’ crews.
Dyck breaks with them and sails the
Ariadne toward the West Indies. He ar
rives in time to turn the tide of victory
in a battle between the French and Eng
lish.
CHAPTER XII.—Calhoun Is arrested
for his part in the mutiny but thanked by
the admiral for his work In the battle.
CHAPTER XIII.—The British govern
ment gives Dyck the freedom of the
Island of Jamaica, of which his old en
emy, Lord Mallow, is governor. With a
companion, Dyck secures treasure worth
£40,000 from a sunken Spanish ship, and
becomes a wealthy and respected planter.
CHAPTER XIV. - Sheila, with her
mother, comes to Jamaica to look after a
plantation she owns, but more than all
else the girl comes to see Dyck. He
begs Mrs. Llyn to tell Sheila that Boyne
was her father, which she has never
known. Mrs. Llyn demurs.
CHAPTER IV—Continued

' “Did I kill her father?” asked Dyck
helplessly. "Did I? I was found guil
ty of it, hut on my honor, Mrs. Llyn,
I do not know and I do not think 1 “Lord Mallow—He Courts Her, Does
did. 1 have no memory of It. We
He?”
quarreled. I drew my sword on him,
kept
her
head
la all vexed things.
then he made an explanation and I
madly, stupidly drank drugged wine She will have her way, and she will
In reconciliation with him, and then h9ve It ns she wants It, and In no
She Is one of the
1 remember nothing more—nothing at other manner.
world's great women. She Is unique.
all.”
“What was the cause of %ur quar Child as she Is, she still understands
all that men do, aud does It.”
rel?”
“Why does she not marry? Is there
, Dyck looked at her long before an
swering. “1 hid that from my father no man she can hear? She could hare
even, and hid it from the world—did the highest, that’s sure.”
He spoke with passion and Insist
not even mention It in court nt the
trial. If I had, perhaps I should not ence. If she were married his trou
have gone to jail. If I had, perhaps ble would be over. The worst would
1 should not be here In Jamaica. If have come to him—like death. He
I had—” He paused, a flood of re had the look of a lost angel, one who
flection drowning his face, making his fell with Belial In the first days of
sin.
eyes shine with black sorrow.
“There Is no man she can bear—
“Well, If you bad I . . . Why did
you not? Wasn’t it your duty to snve except here In Jamaica, It Is no use.
yourself and save your friends, If you Your governor, Lord Mallow, whom
could? Wasn’t thaRyour plain duty?” she knew In Irelfiid, who Is distant
“Yes, and that was why 1 did not kin of mine, he has already made
tell what the quarrel was. If I had, advances here to her, ns he did In
even had I killed Errls Boyne, the Ireland—you did not know that. She
Jury would not have convicted me. Of Is rich, and he would be glud of an
that I am sure. It was a loyalist estate that brings In scores of thou
Jury.”
sands of pounds ysarlyt He has asked
“Then why did you not?”
us to stay at King's house, but we
“Isn’t It strange that now, after all have declined. We start for Salem In
these years, when 1 have settled the a few hours. She wnuts her bund ou
account with Judge and Jury, with the wheel.”
state and law—that now I feel I must
"Lord Mallow—he courts her, does
tell you the truth? Madam, your ex- he?" His face grew grimmer. “Well,
husband, Errls Boyne, was a traitor. she might do worse, though If she
He was an officer In the French army were one of my family I would rather
and he offered to make me an officer see her In her grave than wedded to
also and pay me well In French gov him. For he Is selfish—aye, as few
ernment money, If I would break al men are! He would eut and keep his
legiance and serve the French cause— apple, too. His theory Is that life
Ah, don’t start! He knew I was on is but a game, and It must be played
my last legs financially. He knew I with steel. He would squeeze the life
had acquaintance with young rebel out of u flower, and give the flower
leaders like Emmet, and he felt 1 to his dog to eat. He thinks first and
could be won. So he made his pro always of himself. He would—but
posal. Because of your daughter I there, he would make a good husband
held my peace, for she could bear It as husbands go for some women, but
less than you, I did not tell the cause not for this woman 1 It Is not because
of the quarrel. If I had, there would he Is my enemy I say this. It Is be
have been for her the double shnme. cause there Is only one woman like
That was why I held my peace—a your daughter, and that Is herself;
fool, but so It was!”
and I would rather see her married
The woman seemed almost robbed to a hedger that really loved her than
of understanding.
His story over to Lord Mallow, who loves only one
whelmed her. Yet what the man had being on earth—himself. But see, Mrs.
done was so quixotic, so Celtic, that Llyn, now that you know all, now that
we three have met again, and this is
her senses were almost paralyzed.
“So mad—so mad and bad and wild land Is small and tragedy Is at our
you were,” she said, “Could you not doors, don't you think your daughter
see It was your duty to tell all, no should he told the truth? It will end
matter what the consequences? The everything for me. But It would be
man was a villain. But what madness better so. Your conscience will be
you were guilty of, what cruel mad clearer, and so will mine. We shall
ness! J)nly yon could have done e have done thq right thing at last. Why

Every-Other-Day •

by great' bravery and skill brought
victory to the king's fleet In West In

may want something, and you, high NO USE FOR DOCTOR
up, looking down, will say, ‘What dev
iltry Is here!' and decline. He will then
dian waters.
AND 91 YEARS OLD
Then It was she told her mother turn to your chief Justice or provost
FLASH LIGHTS
how she had always disobeyed her marshal generi^, or a deputy of the
-andcommands where Dyck was concerned; provost marshal, and they will say that Mrs. Tirrell Tells the Secret
that she had written to him while he Darius Boland shall have what he
BATTERIES
was In Jail; that she had come to wants, because It Is the will of the
of How She Keeps Him
Jamaica more to see him than to re will you represent.”
THAT WEIR
Away.
’
form Salem; that she had the old Cel
Almost the last words the governor
ROCKLAND
tic spirit of brotherhood, and she used to her were these; "Those only
would not be driven from It. In a sud live at peace here who are at peace
HARDWARE
Mrs. Sarah C. Tirrell of East Holden,
den burst of anger her mother had with me;" and her reply had been:
COMPANY
charged her with deceit; hut the girl "But Mr. Dyck Calhoun lives at peace, Me., 91 years old, writes the Priest
said she had followed her conscience, does he uot, your honor?"
Irug Co., Bangor, Me.: —
and she dismissed It all with a ges
To that he had replied: “No man
Priest’s Indigestion Powder has done
ture as emphatic as her mother’s an Is at peace while lie has yet desires
ne
lots of good. I have taken three
ger.
to satisfy.” He paused a minute and
That night thdy had dined with Lord then added: "That Errls Boyne killed
mall bottles. 1 would not be without
Mallow, and she saw that his atten by Dyck Cnlhoun—did you ever see
t. Since I began to take the powder
tions had behind ttrt'iih the deep pur him thnt you remember?”
haven't had to call a doctor. I don’t
pose of marrluge. Lord Mallow had
"Not that I remember-," she replied
DR.
ADAMS
ability and knew how to use It; and quickly. “I never lived In Dublin.”
need any.
Offlc. 400 Maia Strut, ROCKLAND, MAINE ,
he was never so brilliant as on this
“That may be. But did you evet
For sale by all druggists. If your
Office Hours, until 9 a. at.; I te 4 A 7 to S a. M,
afternoon, for they dined while It was know his history?” She shook het
lealer
does not carry Priest’s Indlstill daylight and hardly evening.
head In uegntlon. His eyes searched
OFFICE TELEPHONE, IS0-W.
estion Powder, Insist on him ordering
“I saw a man's head on a pole on her face carefully, nnd he was aston
Realdence—Mrs. Jeeaie Bird.
TEL. Ifft-B.
t from the wholesaler or Priest Drug
my way back to King's house. You Ished when he saw no sign of con
'o„ Bangor, Me. Samples sent free.
have to use firm methods here,” Sheila fusion there. “Good God, she doesn't
Di. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
said. “It Is not all a rose garden. You feuow. She's never been told!" he said Jentlon paper In which you read this
lo himself. "This Is too startling. I’ll idvertisement.—adv.
have to apply force?"
Osteopathic Physician
Lord Mallow smiled grimly. “C'est speak to the mother."
M SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND. MAIN!
A little later he turned from the
la force morale toujours.”
Hours 9:00 A. M. te 4:00 P. M.
RAZORV1LLE
"Ah, I should not have thought It mother with astonishment. “It's mad
Evening* by Aneeintmnnt
Telephone 323.
1-tf
was moral force always,” was the ness;” he remarked to himself. “She
will
find
It
out.
Some
one
will
tell
ironical reply.
Hon. I.lndley Murray Staples, who
‘We have criminals here,” declared her. ... By heaven. I'll tell her
DAVIS & STURM
.as widely known in social, legal and
the governor with aplomb, “and they first,” he hastily said. "When she >olitical circles, died at the residence
Chiropractors
ueed some handling, I assure you. We knows the truth, Calhoun will have no •f his son, William Staples, at WashPalmer School Graduates
chance
ou
earth.
Yes,
I
’
ll
tell
her
my

ngton
village
Sunday
morning,
after
have In this Island one of the worst
n illness of two years, but had been 400 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, MAIN*
self. But I'll tell no one else." he
criminals In the British empire.”
Hours: 2 to 5 I*. M Dally;
ble to be about the house until re"Ah, I thought he was In the Uni added; for he felt thnt Sheila, once
■ently. An extended sketch Is printed 6.30 to 7.30 Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
ted States 1" answered the girl, sedate she knew the truth, would resent his
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
lM-tf
having told abroad the true story of ipon another page.
ly.
The next session of the Trinity
“You mean General George Washing the Errls Boyne affair.
DR. C D. NORTH
'hristian Endeavor Union will be held
So Sheila and her mother hnd gone
ton," remarked the governor. “No, It
t Palermo Center Sept. 4, all day.
Physician andXRay Operatol
is one who was a friend and fellow- to their lodgings with depression, but
Everybody, both old and young, are
each with a clear purpose in her ralud.
OFFICE. IS Baeek BtreeL ROCKLAND
ordially invited to attend these serOFFICc. HOURS: Until I L e.
Mrs. Llyn was determined to tell her ■lces.
i:00 to 3:00 and 7:«C to O-.OO 0- M.
A quiet little wedding was that of
daughter what she ought to have
,
Ol M
ohn L. Grotton and Miss Gladys V. __________TELFPHONf 713
known long before; and Sheila was
Hidden of Somerville at Misslonary
firm to make the one man who hud
H. V. TWEED1E, M. D.
V. E. Overlook’s, Aug. 28. Mr. and
ever Interested her understand that
Jrs. Mont Grotton attended the wedDiseases of the Eye;
he wus losing much that was worth
ling; the single ring ceremony was
tthlle keeping.
Refractions, Etc.
tsed. Mr. Grotton is employed at the
Then had followed the Journey to
’urtis & Bose mill and Mrs. Glldden
407 MAIN STREET
Salem. Yet all the while for Sheila
irotton is the bookkeeper of this comHaste: 0 te 12 A. M.; I to I P, M.
Raaieenee. 21 Fulten 8treet Tel. tti-J.
one dark thought kept hovering over •any where they have a host of
Office Telonheae 493-W.
riands who wish them much joy.
everything. Why should life be so
•CHAPTER XV.
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
Washcomplicated? Why should this one
DR. J. C. HILL
dgton Telephone Company Saturday
muu who seemed capable and had
At Salem.
vening, the following officers were Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
the temperament of the Irish hills and
The plantation of Salem was In a
lected for the coming year:
Wil
vules be the victim of punishment mid iam O. Luce, president; George Grin- Office Hours:
Rockland, Me.
region below the Pedro plains In the
shame—why should he shame her?
ell, vice president;
William M. 10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.| 6 to • P. M.
parish of St. Elizabeth, where grow
Suddenly, wltftout her mother’s itaples, secretary; Willard E. Overthe aloe, and torch-thistle, and clumps
IM-tt
knowledge, she sent Darius Boland ock, treasurer: Frank W. Cunningof wood which alter the appearance
tam, Boardman E. Cunningham and
through the hills in the early morn
of the plain from the South Downs
Ing to Enniskillen, Dyck Calhoun’s kdial Linscott, directors.
DR. LAWRY
of England, hut where thousands of
A large number from this town atplace, with a letter which said only
cattle and horses even In those days
SB Os* Street
ended the Overlock-Esancy reunion
this; "Is It not lime that you enint
were maintained. The air of the dis
IMLRSi
BDOKLASD, MR.
t the Burkettville Grange hall last
to
wish
us
well
In
our
new
home?
W«
trict was dry and elastic, and It fil
'hursday and report the largest numDatil 0:00 a. a.
dial
I
expect
you
tomorrow.
”
,er present and the best time they
tered down to the valleys near like
TELEPHONK IN
When Dyck read this note he thought save ever had. The following officers I to 4 9. M.| 7 to t 9. M.
that where Salem was with its clus
It
wus
written
by
Sheila,
hut
Inaplrei
vere
elected
for
the
coming
year:
ters of negro huts and offices, its mills
Villard E. Overlook, president; Jesse Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeatk
by the mother; and lie lost no tltua
and distilleries where sugar and rum
•verlock, Mrs. Etta Butler and Frank
In -milking his way down across tin
were made. Salem was situated on
Osteopathic Physicians
•isancy, vice presidents; and Mrs.
country to Salem, which, he reachei
the Black river, accessible by boats
’
lara
S.
Overlook,
P.
O.
address
19
UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAIM!
and canoes. The huts of negro slaves “You Refer to Mr. Dyck Calhoun, I a few hours after sunrise At tin
■Vashigton, Me., secretary and treasHOURS: 9:00 A M. TO 4:00 P. M.
doorway
of
the
house
he
met
Mrs
were near the sugar mills, without
irer.
Doubt Not, Sir.”
EVENINGS A 8’JNOAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Llyn.
regnrd to order, but In clusters of ba
Mr. and Mrs. Lindley Glidden of ____________ TELEPHONE US_________ t-H_
“
Have
you
told
her?"
he
asked
ii
countrynjan
Of
yours
before
he
took
trldgewater
and
two
children
are
nana, avocado-pear, limes and oranges,
anxiety.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and with the cultivated laud round to killing unarmed men.”
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
lohn S. Glidden, and Mr. nnd Mrs.
“You refer to Mr. Dyck Calhoun,
Astonished at his presence, sh
their huts made an effective picture.
•Veils
S.
Hannan
of
Providence
and
OMu: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
Every plantation had a surgeon who I doubt not. sir? Well, he Is still a could make no reply for a inoinen'
ittle boy are visiting Mrs. Hannan’s
OMu Hours: I to 3 tad 7 to I P. M.
friend
of
mine,
and
I
saw
him
today
received a small sum for attendance
“I have told her nothing.” she m
>arents, Mr. and Mrs. John S. Glidden. Resldeaee entll 9 A. M. aad by AooeutaaM
on every slave, while special cases of —this afternoon, before I came here. swered. “1 meant to do so this morn
Miss Verneta Farrar has accepted a TELEPHONES: Roddenea. 41-0: OtBee, idA
midwifery, Inoculation, etc., had a par I understood that the crown had par Ing. I ineant to do it—I must."
■osition in the store of the Maine
33-U
“She sent me a letter asking If I’ rfusie Co. in Rockland and will take
ticular allowance. The surgeon had doned his mutiny.”
The governor was nnnoyed.
ip her duties very Boon.
was not time I came to wish you wel
to attend to about four hundred to
Mrs. Clara Hibbert and granddaugh“The crime is there Just the same,” in your house, and you and she wouli
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
five hundred negroes, on an Income of
er Irene, who have been attending
£150 per annum, and board and lodg he replied. "He mutinied, nnd he stole expect me today.”
he campmeeting for the past ten 75 MAIN STREET, THOMA8TON
ing and washing, besides what he made a king’s skip, nnd took command of
“1 knew naught of her writing you.'
lays, returned home Monday.
It, and brought It out here.”
was the reply—"naught at all. Bin
from his practice with the whites.
Office Heure—Until 9 n. m.; I to 3: 7 to 9 g. ou
“And saved you and your Island, I now that you are here, will you no
Salem was no worse than some oth
Tclcehnna 141-3
ff-tf
er plantations on the Island, but It was understand."
tell her all?”
LIBERTY
’’Ah. he said that, did he?”
Dyck smiled grimly. “Where Is slie?'
far behind such plantations as that
“He said nothing nt all to me ahout lie asked. “I will tell her.”
owned by Dyck Calhoun, and had been
EMERYB.HOWARD.D.D.S.
Mrs. Eliza Overlook has gone to
notorious for the cruelties committed It. 1 have been reading the Jamaica
The mother pointed down the gar
make her home with her daughter,
on It. To such an estate a lady like Cornwall Chronicle the lust three den. “Yonder by the clump of palms Sirs. John Light.
DENTIST
Shelia Llyn would be a boon. She was years."
I saw her a moment ago. If you g>
Jesse Flanders has been making re
not on the plnce a day before she
"He Is ever a source of anxiety to that way you will find her."
pairs on his buildings.
started reforms which wOuld turn the me,” declared the governor.
In another moment Dyck Culhoui
Prof. W. Leigher called on S. T.
407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
plantation into a model scheme.
“I knew he wus once In Phoenix was on his way to the clump of palms □verlock recently.
A B. Cunningham, one of the select
Houses, food, treatment of the negroes park years ago,” was the demure yet and before he reached It the girl canit
men and a crew of men are building
became at once a study to her, and sharp reply, “but I thought he was a out luto the path. When she saw him
DR. F. S. POWERS
her experience In Virginia was Inval good citizen here—a good and well-to- she gave a slight start, then stood still, i piece of State road V,
Business in general Is beginning to
Dentist
uable. She had learned there not to do citizen.”
aud he came to her.
lick up here and sometimes it is hard
work the slaves too hard In the warm
“I have your letter," he said, “anil
Lord Mallow flushed slightly. “Phoe
Himuwngi. nnnvnnu UCRIRk
.0 hire a man to do a day’s work.
period of the day; and she showed her nix park—ah, he was a capable fellow I came to say what I ought to say
299 MAIN STREET. HOCKLANO
George Turner is making apple bar
8gear Block.............. Foot of Park SO.___
Interest by having served at her own with the sword! I said so always, about your living here; you will bring rels for Arthur Overlock, who has OMee
Hour.: 9 to 12: I u 3. TEL. 74S-I
bought 90,000 stave from the Prescott
table the favorite olio the slaves made and I'd hack him now against n cham blessings to the place.”
She looked at him steadfastly. Brothers.
of plantains, bananas, yams, calalue, pion; but many a bad man hus been
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
"Shull we talk here,” she said, "or In
Edward Leigher and Roswell Pinkeddoes, cassavl, and sweet potatoes a good swordsman.”
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
“So, that's what good swordsman side the house? There is a little shel tam are working on the State road.
boiled with salt fish and flavored with
We have learned a new way to haaae
cayenne pepper. This, with the un ship does, is It? I wondered what It ter here in the trees"—pointing to the
Z-KAT Operator
rest
the
apples.
Put
a
charge
of
ripe roasted plantain as bread, was wus that did IL I hear you fight him right—“a shelter built by the late lynamite under the tree and blow it
IfiBMEM STREET, 10CKLAIB
a native relish and health-glvlDg food. still—hut with a bludgeon, and he manager. It has the covering of a ip. One person did this and the tree
TELEPHONE 121
hut, hut It is open at two sides. Will went high In the air but the apples
Ever since the day when she had dodges It.”
(4.119
“I do not understand,” declared Lord you come?"
seen Dyck Calhoun at Spanish Town
were left on the ground.
As she went on ahead he could not
she bad been disturbed In mind. Dyck Mallow tartly.
Several from here attended the
W. A. JOHNSTON. RE6. P^4L
fnll
to
notice
how
slim
and
trim
she
Overlock and Esancy reunion and re
“Ah, wasn’t there some difference
had shown a reserve which she felt
JOHNSTON
’SDRUGSTORE
was not wholly due to his having been over Ills going for the treasure to was, how perfectly her figure seemed port a good time.
C0MPLE7E DRUG ANO SUNDRY
Arthur Overlock has been making
Imprisoned for manslaughter. In one Haiti? Some one told me. I think, to fit her gown—as though she had been
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
repairs on his house.
PriESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DC.
way he looked little older. His phy that you were not In favor of his get poured Into it; and yet the folds of
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EM*
Clifton Leigher and Saia Cole are
her
skirt
waved
and
flouted
like
silky
sique was as good or better than when ting his tlcket-of-leave, or whatever
LARGING.
hunching staves at Elden Rhodes’ mill.
she first saw him ou the hills of Play- It Is called, and that the provost mar clouds around her! Under cover of
John Cameron spent the weekend in 370 Main St, Rockland,
more. It was athletic, strenuous, elas shal give It to him, as he had the the shelter she turned and smiled at Auburn and Lewiston.
him.
tic. Yet there was about It the abandon right to do."
“You have seen my mother?”
ment of despair—at least of reckless
"You have wide sources of Infor
ARTHUR L. ORNE
“I have Just come from her,” he an
ness. That much was to be said for mation In this case. I wonder------”
swered.
"She
bade
me
tell
you
what
“
No.
your
honor
need
not
wonder.
him, that he had not sought to Influ
Insurance
ence her to his own advantage. She I was told that by a gentleman on the ought to have been told long ago, and
A
RELIABLE
Seeeeeeer
to A, J. Ersklat * Co.
was so surrounded In America by men steamer coming here. He was a na you were not, for there seemed no
M2 MAIM STREET I : • ROCKLAND. MAIDS
who knew her wealth and prized her tive of this Island, I think—or per reason thnt you should. The sorrows
beauty, she was so much a figure in haps It was the captain, or the mate, that had come to your mother be
COMMISSION HOUSE
Virginia, that any reserve with regard or the boatswain. I can’t recall. Or longed to days when you were scarce
L. W. BENNER
to herself was noticeable. She was maybe It came to me from my man out of the cradle. But you did not
DRESSED CALVES
—DEALER IN— «
enough feminine to have pleasure In ager, Darius Boland, who hears things know. You were not aware that your
the fact that she was thought desirable wherever he Is, one doesn't know how; mother had divorced your father for
AD Kinds of Real Estate
LIVE AND DRESSED
by men; yet It played an insignificant but he hears them. He Is to me what crime against marital fidelity and
2 NORTH MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
part In her life. It did not give her your aide-de-camp Is to you," she nod great cruelty. You did not know even
conceit. It wqs only like a frill on ded toward a young man nearby at who that father was. Well, I must
TELEPHONE 233-J.
41-tf
POULTRY
the skirts of life. It did not play any the table. “You shall see my Darius tell you. Your father was a hand
part In her character. Certainly Dyck Boland—Indeed you have seen him. some rann, a friend of mine until I
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
Hevwus there today when you gave knew the truth about him, aDd then
Calhoun had not flattered her.
Attorney at Law .
he
died
—
I
killed
him,
so
the
court
me
the
distinction
of
your
presence.
”
That one to whom she had written,
"That dry, lean, cartridge of a fel said.”
as she had done, should remove him
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
PROMPT RETURNS
Her face became ghastly pale. After
self from the place of the deserving low, that pair of pincers with a face!”
4SI MAIN STREET : ! ROCKLAND. ME.
teleekcnee—COIee. 441. Heuae. aSB-W. tl-tf
friend, one whom she had not deserted
"And a tongue, your honor. If you a moment of anguished bewilderment,
while he was In Jail as a criminal— did not hear It, yet you will hear It. she said: “You mean that Errls Boyne
that he should treat her so, gave ever; He Is to be my manager here. So was mv father?”
L R. CAMPBELL
WHEELER CO.
nerve a thrill of protest. At the lodg he will be under your control—if I
ings In Spanish Town, after Dyck Cal permit him."
To be continued—Began August 11.
Attorney at Law
houn had left, her mother had briefly
"If you permit him, mistress?”
93-101 Clinton Street
Back copies can be supplied.
said that she had told Dyck he could
Seoolal Attention to Prekata Mattort
“If I permit him, yes. You are a
not expect the conditions of the Play- power, but you are not stronger than
179 MAIN STREET : t : ROCKLAND. ME.
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
BOSTON
more friendship should be renewed; the laws nnd rules you make. For In
, carries the home news of Knoy younty
that, In effect, she had warned him stance, there was the case of Mr. Dyck
iM-tf-n
EDWARD K. GOULD
off. To this Shelia had said that the Calhoun. When he came, you were to every State la the Union ind to
killing of a man whose life was bad for tying him up In one little corner many foreign lands.

did you not tell her wTio her father
was? Then why blatne me? You held
your peace to save your daughter, as
you thought. I held my tongue for
the same reason; hut she Is so much
a woman now that she will understand
as she could not have understood years
ago In Limerick, In God’s name let
us speak. One of us should tell her,
and I think It should be you. And
see. though I know I did right in with
holding the facts about the quarrel
with Errls Boyne, yet I favor telling
her that he was a traitor. The whole
truth now or nothing. That Is my
view."
He saw how lined and sunken was
her face; he noted the weakness of
her carriage; he realized the task he
was putttnv on her, and Jils heart re
lented. "No, I will do It,” he added,
with sudden will, “and I will do It
now, If I may."
"Oh, not today—not today!” she
said with a piteous look “Let It not
he today. It Is our first day here,
aud we are due at King’s house to
night, even In an hour from now.”
“But Isn’t It better to end It all
now? Suppose Lord Mallow tells her.”
“He did not before. He Is not like
ly now," was the vexed reply. "Is It
a thing a gentleman will speak of to
a lady?"
"But you do not know Mallow. If
lie thought she had seen 'me today,
he would not hesitate. What would
you do, If you were Lord Mallow?"
"No. not today.” she persisted. “It
Is all so many years ago. It can hurt
naught to wait a little longer.”
“When and where shall It be?1 he
asked gloomily.
“At Salem—at Salem. We shall be
settled then—and steady. There Is
every reason why you should consider
me. 1 have suffered as few women
have suffered, and I do not hate you.
I am only sorry."
Far down at the other end of the
garden he saw Sheila. Her face was
In profile—an exquisite silhouette. She
moved slowly among the pimento
bushes.
“As you wish," he said with a heavy
sigh. The sight of the girl anguished
his soul.

Professional&BusinessCaro;
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might be punishable. In any case,
that thing was In another land, under
abnormal conditions; and, with utter
lack of logic, she saw no reason why
be should be socially punished In Ja
maica for what he had been legally
ptfnlshed for In Ireland. As for the
mutiny, he had done what any honest
man of spirit would do; also, he bad

of the Island—the hottest part, I know,
near to Kingston, where It averages
ninety degrees in the shade nt any
time of the year. But the king you
represent had not restricted his lib
erties so, and you being the king,
that is, yourself, were forced to abide
by your own regulations. So It may
be the same with Darius Boland. Jle

MEN-CAM
THE NEW TOILET LOTION
Is readily absorbed by the skin, soothing .and
healing to Irritations caused by excessive heat
and extreme cold Apply freely and ail smart
ing ceases. At all druggists, price 26 cents, or
sent by mail by

Priest Drug Co., Bangor, Me.
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G. B. BLOOM Painter and Paper
Hanger has moved to
228 MAIN STREET
and will continue business there
Tel. 627-J
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Going to
College ?

Final Chapter of the Well Known Knox County Attorney!
and Statesman Is Written.
Funeral services of the late exBusy as his law practice kept him
Senator Lindley M. Staples were held he by no means devoted all of his time
to it, for farming was another voca
in the union church at Washington
tion in which he had long been suc
Tuesday afternoon.
Friends came cessful.
His agricultural interests
from a radius of many miles and in were among the largest of any farmer
the large gathering were many mem in that section of the State, and he
gave his personal attention to the cul
bers of the Knox Bar Association, to
tivation thereof.
gether with large delegations from the
His political career had been spec
various fraternal organizations to tacular, beginning, the writer believes,
which the deceased belonged. Sympa in 1864, when he was the unsuccessful
Democratic nominee for register of
thy was also expressed through the
probate. He later served three terms
medium of many floral offerings.
as county attorney of Knox county,
The funeral sermon was preached and at a period when there were a
by Rev. Mr. Mason, and a duet was number of sensational criminal cases
The Democrats
sung by Rev. and Mrs. George B. before the courts.
went out of power for a score of years,
Davis of North Waldoboro. Under but with their return to the saddle,
taker B. K. Ware was in charge. The one of the most conspicuous leaders
bearers were Atwood Sprague, Lyn was the war horse from the hills of
don Stevens, Y. T. Marr, Freeman Washington.
He was elected to the
Light, W. O Luce and Dr I. C. Pier State Senate In 1890, and attracted a
pont. Interment was in the village great deal of attention in Augusta at
cemetery not far from the Staples that and the succeeding term as "The
residence. A soul that had known the Lone Democrat of the Senate.”
In
conflicts of life had passed into the 1901 the minority party in the Legis
beyond, and those who felt the de lature nominated him as its candidate
parture, briefly, kindly in a way, for United States Senator. This was
lingered about the closing scene.
only a matter of form, but the com
pliment to the Knox county statesman
* • • •
was appreciated by him and by his
Authorities differ us to Mr. Staples'
friends. He remained in the Senate
age, but the son's statement that he
until 1913, when succeeded by Arthur
was born in July, 1840. is probably
B. Packard of Rockport. During that
nearest to being correct. His native
period it had been his satisfaction to
home was Swanville, Waldo county.
serve with the majority as well as the
His education was obtained in the
minority, but under whichever condi
public schools of that town, Bast
tion he was unfailingly found on the
Corinth Academy, and the East Maine
Conference Seminary at Bucksport. most Important committees, among
them the judiciary. The woman’s re
He was an apt student, nnd laid the
formatory at Skowhegan was one of
foundation for a general knowledge
the projects which owes its existence
which was later to prove of great value
largely to his efforts. His speeches
to him when he was admitted to the
occupy conspicuous pages in the
practice of law.
Legislative proceedings. There were
The Civil War found him possessed
times when he was frankly at odds
of a notion to follow his older friends
with the powers that be in his own
to Jhe front. He enlisted in Co. I,
party, and on such occasions was very
Fourth Maine Regiment, but at that
outspoken, but he remained In the
time was under age for military ser
Democratic ranks, an ardent supporter
vice and his parents withheld the
of its policies to his dying day. Few
necessary consent. Later he enlisted
politicians had a wider acquaintance
in the 26th Maine Regiment and
in Maine, and few were better liked
joined the Belfast company command
even by his political opponents.
ed by Capt. Charles Baker. War ser
• • • •
vice was denied him. however, for the
A writer in the Lewiston Journal
examining surgeon found evidences of
who had long acquaintance with Sen
pulmonary trouble, and he was re
ator Staples and was in close touch
jected.
with legislative affairs, says:
Turning his attention to the study of
“From the lirst day that he entered
law he entered the office of Hon.
the State Senate until the Legislature
James B. Murch in Belfast, and in
of 1911 enacted the resolve resub
due time was admitted to the Waldo
mitting Maine's prohibitory amend
County Bar. This was approximately
ment to the people Senator Staples
58 years ago. Believing that Knox
was an earnest, vigorous and deter
county offered a better field for prac
mined
advocate
of
resubmission.
tice he moved to Washington where
This stand was due to a firm convic
his shingle has hung for more than
tion that the people of the State were
half a centuug', despite tempting offers
desirous of an opportunity to vote
to transfer his practice to Rockland
upon this constitutional provision,
and other larger towns. But "Squire"
rather than to a personal oppositon
Staples, ap he became universally
to it.
known, was steadily building up a
"When the Democrats swept Maine
law business which called for his reg
at the election of 1910, electing the
ular attendance at the Supreme Court
Governor, three Congressmen and a
sessions in Knox, Lincoln, Waldo and
majority of both branches of the
Hancock counties and the arguing of
Legislature It was expected that Sena
many cases at the terms of Law Court.
tor Staples would be selected as the
He was a shrewd and resourceful jurynext president of the Senate. Short
lawyer and has appeared as counsel
ly before the session of the legisla
in some of the most notable criminal
ture for 1911 opened it was the ex
and civil cases in the four counties
pressed belief of the party leaders that
above mentioned.
he would be of far greater service to
his State and party on the floor of the
The following estimate of the de Senate than as its presiding officer.
ceased is here given by Hon. J. H. When this sentiment was made known
Montgomery of Camden, president of to him Senator Staples put his am
the Knox Bar Association who bad bltlon aside and Nathan Clifford of
been associated with him in that or Portland wus selected as the president
ganization half a century:
of the Senate. Several times during
"Beginning in the practice of the the period from 1906 to 1914 Senator
law as a very young man in that small Staples was urged to be a candidate
community on the remote edge of the for the Democratic nomination for
county, he was always a figure in Governor."
many and various ways.
He had
In his home town Senator Staples
clients. He had farms and houses. had served three terms as chairman of
He held public ofllces—town, county the board of selectmen, and 20 years
and State—of importance. He had as superintendent of schools. His in
firm ideas, legal, political, and re fluence in town affairs was all power
ligious. They were always at his call, ful.
and whatever engaged his ideas they
Mr. Staples was especially promi
were shaped for the subject and flung nent as a Granger, and was master of
at it with meaning and effect. Some Medomak Grange many terms. He w-as
feared him, and many loved him for worshipful master of Riverside Lodge,
the hope he inspired. If he was not a F. and A. M. of Jefferson three years,
great lawyer, he was an effective one. and had also served as master of Mt.
If he was not a special farmer, he Olivet Lodge in Washington. Other
raised what was needful. If in poli Masonic organizations to which he be
tics he was not a statesman, he was longed were King Solomon Temple
in the laws In their making. So that Chapter, King Hiram Council and
what he did became heroic in serving Claremont Commandery of Rockland.
the ideals of life, however put.
He was also a member of Rockland
"That is what a fair observer would Lodge, B. P. O. E„ Union Lodge, I. O.
say of him after knowing him well for O. F., Georges River Lodge K. of P„
nearly 50 years. Life is In fragments and had served three terms as master
anyway, which have meaning that is of Washington Lodge of United
not easy to trace by brief review. Workmen.
There are so many fragments from
With these many connections in fra
his life—crude shapeless, and some ternal organizations, his long career
times tragical, but always individual as an attorney and his prominence in
and original thrown often by nec politics, it is not surprising that he
essity, and striking in so many ways, became a familiar figure at so many
that to question them singly, or in gatherings in Eastern Maine.
His
groups, would be a futile effort. We unbounded good nature always made
must say of him, he only could have him welcome.
done what he did, and leave it to the
Mr. Staples was twice married. He
happenings of the times and the place is survived by one son, William M.
in which he lived to elucidate more Staples of Washington, one brother
amply.”
and one sister.

MATINICUS

ROCK

Miss Pauline Beal has been visiting
at Matinlcus for a few days.
Keeper and Mrs. N. B. Fickett have
returned to the station after a visit
with relatives and friends at Rockland,
Winter Harbor Light Station, Bar
Harbor and White Head Light Station.
The lively crowd of girls that were
our guests recently have returned to
their homes. We enjoy the live wire
kind and ask them to come again.
A number from here attended the
supper and dance at Matinlcus last
Tuesday evening and report a tine
time.
Visitors at the station last Wednes
day morning were: Capt. Tupper of
Criehaven with party, Mr. and Mrs.
L. B. Gibson, and Miss Emmit of New
York, who are spending the summer at
Criehaven.
We give three cheers for Capt.
Ames who is working hard for a boat
that will give the public a chance to
travel comfortaby over the Matinicus
? and Criehaven line.
I We wish to explain that the Toddle
Hiarty given by Mrs. Gott recently was
•ist a dancing party. The girls very
’ everly did what has been called the
oddle dance.
Our boys were all
tucked In their beds except the one on
watch and he was much out of sight.
No place for one lone bashful boy
among so many girls, they’ll have a
good time if boys are absent

Page Five "S

A student who has no typewriter
is
badly
handicapped.
Notes,
themes, thesis, all must be type
written to bring the best marks.
Thousands 6f students will carry
this convenient Aft pound typewrit
er to college this fall.
35 a month for ten months will
buy one. Phone me.

MILTON M. GFIFFIN
Tel. 37 3 M
Tel. 707

ROCKLAND, ME.
Th-95-tf

CORONA
The Personal Writing Machine

Eastern Standard l ime
Trains Leave Rockland for

Join with

GREEN’S ISLAND

Mrs. Aurelia Bray entertained last
Wednesday afternoon at a clam bake
on the shore with the following
guests: Mrs. Sarah Gale and sister
Mrs. Remington, Springfield Mass.;
Mrs. Leonard and daughter Edith
Leonard, and trained nurse, Worces
ter, Mass.; Misses Frances and Irene
Harmon, Jonesport;
Mrs.
Bertha
Fraser, .Boston; Mrs; Margaret Bray
and son Parker, and Mrs. Dewey
Brown, Vinalhaven and Mrs. Lawton
Bray, Rockland. A very pleasant afternon was enjoyed by all. especially
some of the older members who be
came children again and went wading
in the Ocean.
Mr and Mrs. Bert Witham left Sat
urday to spend the weekend in the
city.
Frances and Irene Harmon were
called to thslr home last Friday In
Jonesport on account of their brother
Fred Harmon who was to be absent
several months. All regret their going
is they planned to be here two weeks
longer. They were guests over night
of Mrs. Leonard Dudley at Vinalhaven.
They went by the way of North Haven
on the steamer J. T. Morse to South
West Harbor where their brother was
to meet them.
Winfred Lord is enjoying his new
boat which was launched last Thurs
day.
Miss Edith Leonard and Lawton
Bray were callers at the lighthouse last
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Leonard and daughter returned
Those small ads In The Courierto their home at Worcester, Monday.
Gazette are read by every body. That
Lawton Bray 'returned to his place
Is why they are so popular and of business with Witham Brothers in
the city Monday.
effective.

SOUTH SOMERVILLE
Miss Margaret Bartlett acted as sub
stitute for the teacher Mrs. Ella Brann
while she was absent, attending the
Washington campmeeting.
Ralph Haley has sold his automobile
to Wilbert Whittier.
Charles Allard Is working with his
team at the portable mill which has
been recently set up on the Andrews
lot.
Perley Bartlett of Auburn visited
relatives In this place recently.
L. E. Bartlett and sis^yr Miss Rose
Penney returned to Augusta last
Thursday, after passing a two weeks’
vacation with relatives in this place.
An automobile party consisting of
Mrs. Ada Hewett and children Grace,
and W'arren and Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Hewett of Providence, R. I., arriv
ed at 8. L. Bartlett's Friday to pass a
two week’s vacation.
Mrs. Ellen Day went Sunday with
the family of Walter Burdick to Rock
land and Thomaston, where they visit
ed friends and also enjoyed a shore
dinner at Oakland.

Send at once for a phy
sician, but begin imme
diately “emergency”
treatment with Viclte. Thia
doe. not interfere with any
internal medication the doctor
may prescribe.

VICKS
w
O TUZ
anoRub
m VMlUkmJar,
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D. c. DOUGLASS.

M. I.. HARRIS,

*

8 8-21 V. P. & Genl Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt,

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
BUMMER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST AND CAMDEN

HEN more than 7,000 of the
leading people of Maine
buy and hold a security—
then surely this security must have
about it some exceptional qualities.

W

•

6,528 Maine people owned Central
Maine Power Company preferred
stock on July 1, 1921 ; and 882 orders
for stock have been received since
then.

An average of 1,769 people have
joined with the Company as stock
holders each year for the past three
years.
They pay $107.50 a share for this
stock—and get in return exceptional
safety, state tax exemption and a
chance to share in developing Maine’s
greatest natural resource — water
power.

Will you, too, join with over 7,000
other Maine people banded together
to do a great work and to secure by
so doing a strong investment and a
6/2% net yield?

Leave Rockland dally including Sunday at fl
p. ni (Standard Time) for Boston
Leave R icklttnd daily including Sunday at 5
a. m (Standard Time) for Camden, Northport.
Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Return: Leave Boston dally including Sunday
««t 6 p. m (Dalylight Saving Time) for Rock
land. Bangor and way bindings.
Leave Bangor dally including Sunday at 2 p.
in (Standard Time) for Winterport, Buukii»ort, Belfast, Northport, Camden, Rockland and
Bust on
Leave Rockland dally Including Sundays at 5
a. rn for Bar Harbor, Blue Hill and way land
ings Return—Leave Bar Har’»or dally Includ
ing Sunday at 1 p in , Blue HUI 12.30 p. in.
for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection Is made with the Met
ropolitan line passenger aud freight steamers
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
F. 8. SHERMAN. Supt. R S SHERMAN. Agent
Rockland, Maine
Rockland, Maine.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN'S ISLAND
Bummer Arrangement
(Standard Time)

In EFFECT MONDAY. AUG. 15th. 1921.
(.Subject to change without notioe)
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
| Sunday, at 7 a. in. and 1 p in for Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
every week day at 9 30 a m. for Vinalhaven.
| Saturdays leave Tillson Wharf at 3 20 p in.,
‘ aud Maine Central Wharf at 3.50 p in., other
I week days leaves Tillson’s Wharf at 3.50 p m.,
for North Haven and Vinalhaven.

STONINGTON and SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Kwan’s Island dally except
Stioday at 5 30 a. m., Stonington, 0 45 a. 111 ,
and North Haven at 7 45 a. in., for Rockland.
Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, it
1.30 p in , for North Haven, Stonington, Isle
au Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
permitting), and Swun's Island.
Note—Steamer will land at Maine Ceirtral
Wharf when passengers for 10.30 a. m. train.

W B WHITE.
General Manager.

Rockland, Me , Aug. 14, 1921.

SUMMER TIME TABLE
of STEAMER CASTINE

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
Augusta, Maine
L. E. McRAE, Representative, 84 Pleasant St, Rockland

CAMDEN. WEST ISLESBORO. NORTHPORT.
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE
Year Round Service, Standard Time.
Leaves Camden every morning 011 arrival of
electric car from Rockland at 8.00 a. in., Sun1 day excepted
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
2 p in. for Northport, Castine, West Islesboro,
and Camden, arriving at 4.25 in time for the
car for Rockland
14-tf

COOMBS BROS.. Belfast. Mo.
Managers

Estate of Benjamin C. Studley.

WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan Lermon and
Miss Alma Perkins motored to Emer
son Perkins cottage, Isle O’ Rest. Miss
Perkins caught a cod weighing 50
pounds.
Scott Coburn’s sister, Mrs. Howe and
friend Mrs. Arnold of Massachusetts
are visiting at his home.
Rev. Mr. Townsend occupied the pul
pit Sunday at the Congregational
church.
Miss Mert Haskell arrived home
from New York Tuesday night.
Newell Eugly, who has been ill is
able to work again.
Mrs. Hattie Weston arrived here
Monday night and is stopping with her
sister, Mrs. Joseph Stickney.
Mrs. George Haskell, who is at the
Knox Hospital has been able to sit up
a while. She expects to be home soon.
Mrs. Nancy Foster and daughter of
’’’bomaston visited her mother Tues
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Norwood, Mr. and
Mrs. George Stevens and Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Dolham went down river
Saturday and came back Tuesday.
Rev. and Mrs. Prince have returned
from Bucksport.
Dorothy Laite is visiting Mary Jame
son.
Hazel Stevens and daughter spent
Wednesday in Rockland.
Mrs. Harold Sawyer was called to
Nova Scotia by the illness of her
father.

T

7000 of
Maine’s
Best
People

ROCKPORT
The Rockport schools by the vote
of the school board will open Monday,
Sept. 12. The first Teacher’s meeting
of the year will be held at the High
School building Friday afternoon,
Sept. 9, at 2 o’clock, standard.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shibles have re
turned to Mechanicsville, N. Y„ after
visiting his sister, Mrs. Guy Overlock.
Capt. and Mrs. E. O. Patterson re
cently entertained friends from Springfield, Hartford and Chicago at lunch
eon.
Henry Newbert of Vinalhaven is
visiting his brother, Jacob Newbert.
Mrs. Elmer E. Matthews has re
turned to Briar Cliff Manor, N. Y.,
after spending several weeks with her
aunts, Mrs. Adelaide Morrill and Mrs.
E. E. Fales.
Mrs. Annie Gardiner and daughter
Mrs. Elsie Gilbert of Waterbury, Conn,
were guests of Mrs. Mary Whitman
Tuesday at the Carleton cottage at
Hosmer’s Pond.
Alton Bartlett has returned from a
visit with relatives in Appleton.
Mrs. Wiliam Watson of Augusta has
been the guest of Mrs. R. E. B. Shibles
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Keith have re
turned to Medford Hillside after
spending a few days with Mrs. Keith’s
mother, Mrs. Elvena Carey.
Mrs. Fred W. Shibles is the guest of
her sister Mrs. Ralph Pendleton at
Islesboro.
Capt. and Mrs. E. O. Patterson and
guests Miss Gros Claude and Ross
Patterson of Hartford, Conn, motored
to Friendship Tuesday.
Mrs. Alton Pratt has returned to
Melrose, Mass, after spending two
weeks in town.
Mrs. Fred Merchant and daughter
Phyllis of Bath were recent guests at
Mrs. R. E. B. Shibles.
Mrs. Winifred Simonds left Wednes
day to attend the graduation of her
daughter. Miss Ruth Simonds, from
the Training School for Nurses in
Waltham, Mass s
Miss Dana Whitmore, who has been
spending the summer at Mrs. D. S.
Kent’s returned Monday to New York.
Miss Helen Shibles has returned to
Montague, Mass., after spending a
few weeks with her aunt, Mrs. Guy
Overlock.
Mrs. Sarah M. Rust is a guest at
Mrs. Julia A. Thorndike’s this week.
Capt. and Mrs. E. O Patterson and
guests were entertained at dinner
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Pat
terson’s sister, Mrs. Carrie A. Ross.

r Augusta, 110.30 a. m., fl.30 p m.
Bangor, flO.30 a. in., fl.30 p. in.
.
Bath,t7.40a m., 110.30 a m., 11.30p.m., $5.25p i»
Boston . t~.40 a. tu.. *10.30a. tu.. *1.40 p i.i
i
Brunswick, J7.4Oa. m., flO.30 a. m,, fl.30 p. m.5
$5.25 p.m.
Lewiston, flO.30 a. m., fl.30 p. m.
New York. fl.30 p. m., $5.25 p. in. *
Philadelphia. C5.25 p. in.
Portland, f7.40 a. in., f 10:30 a. m., fl.30p. m.,
$5.25 p.m.
•»
Washington. C5.25 p. m.
Waterville, fl0 30a.ni. fl.30 p.m. ‘
Woolwich, f7.4O a. in.. flO.30 a. irt., fl.30 p. m.;
$5.25 p.m.
f Daily, except Sunday. *1 killyT^j.Sunday only.
$ Daily, except Saturday. -w.
C Tuesday. Thursday. Sunday. WflTffili"KRRda7,
July 4, and Sept. 5. instead of July 3 and Sept. 4.

VINALHAVEN
Dr. Rich, eye specialist, will be in
town Thursday, Sept. 1 for one week
for consultation and examination of
eyes and the fitting of glasses. Office
at the home of Mary Arey.—adv.
Among the famous pleasure places
of Vinalhaven none perhaps brings
back more reminiscences of the days
gone by than dear old Round Pond.
Here Sunday the following party,
who grew from childhood to woman
hood together enjoyed a day in the
woods at the Log Cabin, by invita
tion of Mrs. I. W. Fifleld: Mrs. Jose
phine Guernsey, Mrs. Carrie Fifleld,
Mrs. Alice Lane, Mrs. Harriet Jones,
Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs. Jennie Pat
terson, Mrs. Inez Conant, Mrs. Montelou Grindle and Miss Carrie Pendle
ton. The event was in honor of Mrs.
F. E. Guernsey of Dover, who was
spending the week in town after an
absence of 12 years. The party ar
rived by auto at 10.30 a. m. and soon
the woods resounded with voices and
merry laughter. The walks through
the shady paths around the pond al
ways ended at the old ladies' home,
where many humorous stories were
told and heartily appreciated by the
girls. The lecture on ’’Man,” by one
of the party, will linger long in their
memory for it was an able and inter
esting discourse. The gunners, handi
capped by a heavy east wind, were
obliged to fire many shots before they
brought down a couple of wild rab
bits. A delicious dinner was served
in the log cabin, where an open fire
was burning merrily and where so
many generations have watched the
blazing logs in the old fireplace. The
schoolmates returned to their homes
in the evening feeling almost but not
quite that their youth had been re
turned to them.
Mr. and Mrs. Sholes returned to
Utica, N. Y„ Tuesday, having been the
guests of their son, N. Cook Sholes at
Granite Island.
Capt. Ira Smith left Sunday for
Philadelphia.
Mrs. T. C. Carver, daughter, Mrs.
Walter Robbins, and son Thaddeous,
Jr., aq-ived from Rockland Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Lane, who have
been spending the summer in town,
left Monday for Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Fernald Ames are en
joying an auto trip through the White
Mountains.
Miss Muriel Black returned Monday
from Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Dickens, Mrs. L.
T. Graffam and Mrs. Cora Carton left
Monday for Waban, Mass., making the
trip by auto from Rockland.
Mrs. Ira Smith left Tuesday for
Portland.
At Idlewild camp. Shore Acres, Fri
day afternoon little Cora Roberts
Cudworth entertained 12 little friends
In honor of the birthday of her cousin,
Victor Shields. It was a Jack rabbit
party and the favors drawn by the
guests proved interesting and amusing.
Refreshments of ice cream and cake
were served, the place cards being
large pink roses filled with candies.
Those present were Victor Shields,
Cora Cudworth, Kendall and Kenneth
Hatch, Frances McIntosh, Erma Whit
more, Lucile Davis. Aura Williams,
Donald Shields, Robert Johnson aud
Edward and Donald Woodcock.
Miss Pauline Hennigar entertained

NOTICK
Tile subscriber hereby gives notice that on
August 16, 1921, she was duly appointed ad
ministratrix of tile estate of Benjamin C. Studley, tale of Koekland, In the County of Knox,
deceased, without bond hi the law directs, and
ou this date was qualified to till said trust.
All persons having demands against the es
tate, are desired to present the same for setI tlement, and all Indebted thereto are required
to make payment immediately lo
MINNIE B ADAMS.
Rockland, Maine.
August 16, 1921.
Aug. 25-Sept 1-8

her Sunday school class Tuesday after
noon at a lawn party at her home.
Refreshments were served.
Mrs. William Carlon and daughter
Health Information
Doris, who have been guests of Mr.
Estate of Augusta K. Titus.
NOTICE
and Mrs. Owen Roberts, have returned
Furnished by Red Cross
j Tile subscriber hereby gives notice that on
to Boston.
j
August
16,
1921.
site
was duly appointed adNo. 7. Tuberculosis
Miss Alice Lawry returned Tuesday
j minlstratrix of the estate of Augusta K. Titus
|ate of Appleton, in the County of Knox, de
from Rockland, where she was the —•
ceased, without bond as tile law directs, and
guest of Mrs. E. K. Gould.
un [ni, J,,,,, wal qualified to till said trust.
Mrs. Thorpe went to South Bristol
I All persons having demands against the es*
Monday, where she will visit her
Of all dangerous diseases which I tate, are desired to present the same for set.
tlement,• and ull Indebted
daughter.
exact levy on humanity »i,koeenin<ii<i
tuberculosis to
1IllncU|.ltethereto
|V to are required
make payment ,immediately
KVA
E. KENNEY. z
or consumption is perhaps the most
Appleton, Maine.
universally dreaded, and with reason. August 16, 1921.
WHEELER’S BAY
Aug 25-Sept 18
Tuberculosis la the largest single
Estate of Charles A. Benner.
Albert Barnes spent last Sunday with cause of death in middle life claiming
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that onhis brother James. Mrs. Barnes is in one-half of deaths from all causes.
Rockland for a day, where her sister From IS to 45 years of age It takes , August 16, 1921, lie wax duly appointed admin. ,
... , - ,, , ..
’ istrator of the estate of Charles A. Benner, late
is in the hospital.
approximately one-third of all deaths, of T,lu the Counly
Knoz. deMisses Alfreda and Florence Barnes With a grand total Of about 160,000 , ceased, and on this date was qualified to (111
said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
and friend, Myron Young of Rockland, per year.
KtAtiiitinfl
tho
Motrnnnlitnn L ute
AH a|e
Persons
having
demands
the setesspent Sunday at home.
statistics frnm
front the
Metropolitan
de>|red
|o present
theagainst
same for
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird and daugh Life Insurance Company show that I tlement, and all Indebted thereto are required
ter, Mrs. Clarke Frost and children one of Its policy holders dies from to make payment immediately to
_
LLOYD N BENNER.
are at Old Acres.
consumption every half hour day and i
Thomaston, Maine.
Mrs. J. S. Allard and Mrs. Harry night the year round,—and this is August 16, 1921.
Aug 25-Sept. 1-8
Allard and daughter Marie were in only one of the many companies.
Estats of Sarah E. Ewall.
Consumption is curable, but only if
Thomaston and Rockland lust week.
NOTICE
Miss Sadie Tripp has returned to properly treated and taken early.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Rockland after spending a few days Neglect is practically equivalent to August 16, 1921. lie was duly appointed admlnsigning the patient's death warrant. istrator of the estate of Sarah E. Ewell, lata
with her grandparents.
A Jcouirh
lastinir longer
Inn irer man
th-in an ! eeaged
of Thomaston,
in the
of|m<Knox,
deMr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson and
,
WHung
and on thig
dateCounly
wag «|ua
.d lo mi
daughter Lucy called on friends Sun month, loss of weight, slight fever , said trust by giving bond as the law directs,
and tiredness, spittii g of blood, are 1 All persons having demands against the esday.
and if they appear the
are de,lr®d to ,,re*«nl ,he 8a,n* JorJ*1'
Victor Dennison was at home over all symptoms
....
i
i tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
Sunday with his family.
person should at once consult
good
make payment Immediately to
i
HERBERT N BRA8IER.
Mrs. Arthur Richardson has re doctor for an examination.
If consumption is discovered, the 1
.
..
Rockport, Maine,
turned to Spruce Head after spending
a few weeks at Arthur Harrington's. only cure is to bring the body to a
Estate of John E. Brackett
Harry Allard, Guy Martin, George condition of strength sufficient to re
NOTICE
Nolan, Arthur Harrington nnd Albion sist and at length to destroy the '
crx.vrww
♦ u« I The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Kinney are working on the cross road gtrms. Medicines do little good,
August iet 1921, he was duly appointed adto Spruce Head and are making many best means being good food, rest, min Istra tor or the estate of John E. Brackett,
improvements which were very much fresh air, out-door life and freedom ' late of Union, In the County of Knox, defrnm worrv
' ceased, and on this date was qualitled to All
needed.
a
*
a
sa,<i lrust ky giving bond as the law directs.
Mrs. Ida Barnes and sons Elmer and
If the patient cannot go to a sani- 1 All persons having demands against tiie esVernard were in Rockland last week. tarium he may be treated at home tate, are desired to present the same for setFred Tripp Is spending a few days
1 tu make payment Imntedlately to
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. rules. He should occupy a room alone
WILBUR C. THURSTON.
Horace Clarke.
without rugs.
He should sleep as
Union. Maine.
Aug 2"»-Sept 18
Floyd Barnes injured his Anger nearly in a condition to represent out- August 16, 1921.
of-doors us possible. Windows should
while working at Wild Cat quarry.
Estate of Fannit M. Smart.
be open day and night. He should
NOTICE
have a special set of dishes to be used
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
STONINGTON
He should always 1 August 16, 1921, he was duly appointed conby himself only
spit Into a container and the Bputum
,°r J1*""1* M
. .
.
...
. ,
, Rockland, In the (ounty of Knox, and on this
Mrs. G. A. Brown and granddaugh ■be destroyed
and the container burned • .late was qualified to fill said trust by giving
ter Phyllis Jordan
of Somersville, or thoroughly cleansed frequently, as bond as the law directs
All jstrsoiis having demands against the es.
Mass., are returning home Tuesday af the spit is the most active means of
tate, are desired to present the same for set
ter spending two weeks in town.
spreading the disease.
tlement, aud all Indebted thereto are required
Miss Dorothy Fifleld of Somersville,
Keep away dampness, dirt and dark tu make payment Immediately to
Mass., has been spending her vacation ness from the environment of the pa
J A BURl’EE,
Rockland, Maine.
in town.
tient. Hunshine, pure air and cleanli August 16, 1921.
Aug to-Sept. 1-8
George Richardson of Oldtown ar ness are the greatest aids In lighting
rived Sunday morning.
the plague. Use them freely, and keep
Estate of Nellie M. Graves.
Milton Allen is spending a short va the putient under the care of the docNOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
cation at Glenn, N. H.
toqfc
August
16,
1921.
she
was duly appointed exec
Vianna Wood hus t>een the guest of
utrix of the last will and testament of Nellie
her sister Grace Allen of North East
I M. Craves, late of Union, in the County of
Those small ads tnThe CourierKnox, deceased, Without bond as the will dlHarbor for a few days.
all<l 1,11 llu’ ***“ w“ uualifled to All
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hutchinson are Gazette are read by every body. That rBCls’
occupying George Duke’s house at is why they are so
popular and
jH,rs,,ns having demands against the esbrlng immediate returns.
tate, are desired to present the same for selGreen Head.
Mrs. Eugene Cousins is the guest ____________________ ___ ____________ ______ ! tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
| to make payment immediately to me. or Fred
of her sister Mrs. Arthur liaggett at
Eitata of GIIm A. Stoart.
B. Philhrook or Uiitou, nty legally appointed
Bath.
NOTICE
1 Agent for Maine.
t
t
t
MINNIE B SHIELDS.
Robert Dotten of Ruth has been the . The subscriber
hereby gives notice lhat on x
Wellington Colorado
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleve Adgusl 16. 1921, she was duly appointed execu|921
Aug ’23-Seut 1-8
trlx
of
the
last
will
and
testament
of
Giles
A
K
k
m
land.
Stuart,
late
of
Rockland,
In
the
County
of
Mrs. Pearle Powers of Boston is Knox, deceased, wltlwut bond as the will di
visiting her Mother, Mrs. Charles rects. and on this date wus quallfled to All said
trust
Cleveland.
All |>ersons having demands sgsinst the es
BAGGAGE TRANSFER
Miss Gwendolyn Cleveland has been
tate, are desired to present the same for set- i
BERRY’S TRANSFER
visiting her sister in Boston.
tlement, aud all Indebted thereto are required |
A dance ar Isle au Haut Saturday to make payment Immediately to
VINTED
STe. BOCKLANO
11
S
JENNIE
RTUART.
night and Capt. Louis Eaton took a
Tslsphons 408
71tf
Rockland, Maine
crowd down.
August 16, 1*21.
Aug 25-Sept 1-11

Tail Cab and Carriage Service

Every-Other-Day
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HOPE

THOMASTON

The Store Where You Save Money

E. B. CROCKETT

Mrs. Homer Smith of Portland was
In town
Monday
renewing
old
acquaintances.
Mis. P. W. Hewett and Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Rragdon visited friends and
relatives In Thomaston Monday.
Mrs. Herbert Hardy and Mrs. Elmer
True and their children enjoyed a pic
nic at Megunticook Lake, Monday.
John Harding of South Thomaston
visited Orris Norwood, Thursday and
Friday.
Lowell Bowley has sold his farm.
Edwin Baird was in Searsmont Sun
day and sold his team to parties there.
Dr. J. H. Holmes, Dr. and Mrs. Allen
Howe and William Howe are guests at
W. O. Norwood’s for the week.
Miss Gretchen Grassow is home after
two weeks’ visit with friends in CamNathan Pease visited his uncle,
Ralph Conant in Rockland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wentworth
have gone to Whitinsville, Mass.
Mrs. Olive Pease has returned to her
hoqje iji North Hope.
One day recently Mr. and Mrs. Al
bion Allen entertained their grand
children Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen,
and daughter Miss Barbara Louise.
Mrs. Ava Currier, Miss Constance and
Master Harold Currier of Gardner at
a corn roast and picnic lunch. Mr.
Allen’s sister, Mrs. Eliza DeMerritt of
Newton Centre, Mass, is spending the
summer with them.
The dance by Dean brothers was
well attended Monday evening.
George Boardman and daughter of
Natick, Mass, visited relatives in town
last week.
Elizabeth, Will and Charles Bartlett
entertained their nephew Fred Oscar
Bartlett and a party of friends one
day last week. They were from New
York and Rockland.
Mrs. Florence Coombs of Rockland
returned home after a few days pleas
antly passed here with her mother and
sister.
Mrs. Cordelia Bartlett of Portland
visited briefly with relatives last week.
There was a small social dance at
the hall Friday evening and was well
attended by the young folks.
The L. W. Bennetts had as guests
last week, Mr. Bennett's sister and
other relatives and friends from Ver
mont.
Mrs. Dorn Dunton Ellis of San Diego,
Calif, was an over Sunday guest at
A. F. Dunton's.
Mrs. Rose Wilder is making her an
nual visit here in her old home town
with relatives.
Corn roasts and picnic parties have
been very popular sports this summer
and the weather has certainly been all
one could desire.
Frank Mansfield of Washington,
D. C. renewed acquaintances here last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lermond of Cam
den and Mrs. Eugene Lamb and
daughters of Belfast have been recent
guests at J. B. Marriner's.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goding are at
home after a pleasant visit with
friends in Rockport and Rockland.
Dr. J. H. Holmes, Dr. and Mrs. A1
Howe and Dr. Howe's brother have
been at 7.,. O. Norwood's, Alford's
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
Lake, this week.
CASH PRICES FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY Mrs. 8. Flint Miller and daughter
Illarion of Virginia and Thomaston
are the guests of Mrs. W. H. Bartlett
Best All Round Flour (Wm. Tell) bag..................................$1.00, “"misT EgteiteelleV. Bartlett..
Bartlett and Mrs.
Fine Granulated Sugar..................................................15 lbs. $1.00 Myra Bartlett Thorndike have reBaker's Chocolate, »/2 lb. Cake.....................................19c, 1 lb. 35c tUMed
NW^port camp ground

Mrs. M. C. Hamilton, who has been
spending the summer at her home on
WeRt Main street, leaves Saturday for
Brockton and later for Florida.
Mrs. Fred Smalley of Tenant's Har
bor is spending a few days with her
mother, Mrs. Isaac Jameson.
THOMASTON, ME.
Miss Myrna Copeland returns today
to Holyoke, after spending a month
SALE
in town.
Her niece, Miss Alberta
Copeland, returns to Pawtucket.
STARTS SATURDAY, SEPT. 3
Frederick Berry returned Wednes
day to Portland alter spending ten
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES
days in town.
Pencils, Tablets, Paint Boxes, Crayons, Note Books* Pencil Boxes,
Mrs. Mary Dunn left today for Ten
Erasers, School Bags, Ink, etc..
ant's Harbor where she will visit
School Hose for Boys and Girls. Ribbons for Hair Bows.
friends.
School Supplies is our specialty.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Simmons and
children, who have been spending the
BUY SATURDAY NOT OPEN MONDAY
/
summer with Mrs. Emerson Watts, re
turned to iheir home in Everett today.
E.
& 10 CENT
Mrs. aames Matthews. Misses Belle
and Gladys Matthews and C. J. Free
ioj-105
Thomaston, Me.
man motored to Wate- ville today to
attend ihe fair.
Prof. Wilbert Snow of the University
of Indiana is looking up old friends
in town.
WATERMAN'S BEACH
CAMDEN
Mrs. Roy Short and little daughter
Evelyn have returned from a two
Somebody has my thanks for copies
There will be a meeting of the Dis
weeks' visit in Lee.
trict Nursing Association on Friday of last Sunday’s issues of the New
Mrs. Lester D. Eaton and children afternoon, at the Y. M. C. A. building York Times and Boston Herald. I am
have been vistiing relatives in Dryden. at 3 o'clock, standard. A full attend finishing off a room for a retreat, where
Mrs. William Bunker entertained ance is desired.
I can think over old times, and the
friends at a corn roast Tuesday even
Miss Eleanor Gould of Jamaica pictures will adorn it. I can read
ing at South Pond. All .report a good Plain, Mass., is in town, called by the them much better than I can print and
time.
death of her brother, the late Maynard will always have the news of the day
Mrs. Walter Johnson of Chicago ar Gould.
in sight.
rived Tuesday and will visit Mrs.
E. L. Peters of New York was a re- i Jackson Snowdeal says that the tine
Katherine Simmons.
cent guest of Capt. and Mrs. W. P. cowr he bought of Fred Curtis is the
Philip Newbert has returned from Richardson.
one that Fred bought of Mrs. Snowman
Bristol, where he has been spending
The cow that Fred
Fred Gilchrest is enjoyinghis annual of Ash Point.
several weeks.
vacation from the Chandler Pharmacy. traded hens for he sold over a year
Frank Linikin has purchased the
Miss M. S. Smart has closed Thayer - and a half ago, Jackson adds.
Fred Copeland house oq Ilyler street. croft for the season.
The Teal family who have been occu
Mrs. Belle Gilkey, who has been the
SOMERVILLE
pying it will move into the Lenfest guest of relatives for ten days, returns I
house, vacated by Sidney Burton. Mr. to her home in Milton, Mass., today.
Mrs. Nancy Soule, who has had em
Burton has rented the house on Elliot
Mrs. F. E. Morrow has been spend - i
street owned by Mrs. Sarah Grafton. ing two weeks with her parents, Mr. ployment at Fred Hislar’s has return
ed home to Windsor.
Mrs. Stonie Jameson and sister, Mrs. and Mrs. Conley at Isle au Haut.
Miss Jennie M. Evans, who has
MeCaulley of Camden and Mr. and i Mrs, William McAulley was in
Mrs. Synex from Port Clyde were Thomaston Monday as the guest of been visiting her father C. W. Evans,
among the people who attended the Mrs. J. E. Creighton and Mrs. Charles has returned to her home in Readfleld.
Mrs. F. A. Turner and sons and
fair Wednesday.
Creighton at a tea party given in daughters
were
Friday
business
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Young left Tues honor of Mrs. Stonie Jameson.
visitors in Augusta.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Hoilis Y'oung
Miss Eleanor Moran of Thomaston
B. D. Brown and family were recent
for a motor trip through Massachu has been visiting Miss Margaret Mc
visitors in Rockland.
setts.
Aulley.
Dr. O H. Brann and Fred Hill of Au
Mrs. John E. Walker and brother,
Mrs. Arthur Ames is malting a fort
Charles Percy, have returned from an night's visit in Bath as the guest of gusta were Sunday visitors at Fi
A. Turner’s.
extended visit in Pittsburg, Mass.
Mrs. Oliver Knights,
Miss Alma llarjuia and William
Maynard S. Gould died at the home
FAMILY REUNIONS
Duley of Bath and Edwin Leinonen of his mother Mrs. N. D. Gould, Mon
of Watertown, Mass., have been guests day at the age of 30 years. He is sur
TEAGUE AND HEYER REUNION.
The
eleventh
annual reunion of the Teague
of Mr. and Mrs. Erick Harjula for ten vived by his wife, Gertrude Frohock
and Heyer families will be held in the Pine
days.
Gould, his mother and one sister Grove of E. C. Teague, North Waldoboro,
The first meeting of the W. C. T. U. Eleanor of Jamaica Plain, Mass. Thursday, Sept. 8 If stormy on next fair day.
Edith M Carroll. Sec
after the summer vacation will be The funeral was Wednesday,
Warren, Me.
103-105
held at the Methodist vestry Friday.
Picnic supper at 6 o’clock, meeting
following. A good attendance is de
sired.
The fair Wednesday was a great
success in every way. A report will
appear in the next issue of this paper.
John Shrader is driving a new
Buick four.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald George have
returned from a short trip to Boston.

5 & 10 Cents to $1.00 Store

LOWEST PRE-WAR PRICES

SCHOOL OPENING

B. CROCKETT, 5

41 OCEAN STREET

CLARRY HILL
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Currier and Miss
Annie McLain of Appleton visited Mr.
and Mrs. A. K. Jackson recently.
Mrs. Pierce of Rockland spent a few
^ys here, the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Miss A1 M. Ross returned home last

GROCERY

TELEPHONE 316
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Everything advertised in our ad of Fancy Whole Rice.................. 4 tbs. 25c
July 28th remain at the tame price ex Granulated Meal...................... 8 Iba. 25c
cept a few articles mentioned below, Waneta Cocoa ..................1 lb. pkg. 20c
which have changed slightly.
.....................................5 1-lb. pkgt. 90c
Fancy Bonton Seeded Raisine, last
ear’s, .......................... 15c, 2 pkgs. 25c
Fancy Western Corn Fed Steer Beef:
Top Round Steak, lb............................25c Sunmade or Splendid Brand New
Best Rump Steak, lb ......................... 35c . .Raisins, lb.................. 22c, 5 pkgs. $1.00
lb.................................
15c
Boneless Loin Steak, lb .................. 36c „Large
- Prunes, „
.. „ „
„
Roast Beef, lb......................
8c i ’'•ew California Prunes, lb. 9c, 3 lbs. 25c
Good Chuck Roast lb...12c Sweet Milk, fresh dairy from the farm
per quart ........................................ 10c
Fancy 5 rib Roast, lb........................15c
Loin Roast, lb........................25c and 30c Evaporated Milk, can.... 12c case $5.50
Hamburg Steak,...................... 2 lbs. 25c Heinz Vinegar, the best for Pickling
gallon ...............................................45c
Stew Meat, lb...................................... 15c
Shoulder Clod, lb ............................... 18c Heinz Mustard Pickles, lb...............25c
Dixie Bacon, lb.................................. 23c Button Onions and Peppers for pick
ling at a low price.
Pork Chops, lb.................................. 30c
Corned Beef, corned yesterday, . .5c, 7c 3 Crow Spices, any kind, !4lb. pkg.
............................................. 3 pkgs. 25c
Corned Chuck, all laan, lb................ 12c
Atwood’s Bitters, bot......................... 45c
Boned Brisket, corner, lb.................. 12c _________________
Shoulder Clods, corned, lb ...
.
15c Preiervi
Pe,rt> while they last,
BonelessVeal, all meat, no waste, lb 22c
_ .
? .
.......................$1.50
$1.10
Quarts ........................................... $1.15
Lamb same price as veal
See our Preserving Jars. They are
Naw Smoked Shoulders, lb............... 17c
l. j cl
u
_ n il.
I
beet E-Z-Seal, and have a wire
Smoked Shoulders, small lb............... ^around the neck to hold the cover aafe.
Medium Red Alaska Salmon (which
Other makes have no wireand cause a
some stores are advertising for the
lot of trouble.
best red salmon) per can 20, 5 for 90c Good Luck Jar Rubbers pkg. 10c 3 25c
Pure Lard, Swift's, lb.......................17c With every $10 order we will sell 10
New Cabbage and Beets, lb................ 4c
pounds of Sugar at 5c lb.
New Turnips, lb......................................3c
Above prices hold good as long as
New Irish Potatoes, good and large
ones pk...............30c, per bushel $1.15 goods last. Order early as we have
New Sweet Potatoes,.............. 4 lbs. 25c only a limited supply.
Green Hubbard Squash, lb..................4c
See our ad. of July 28, for prices on
Fancy Ripe Tomatoes, lb. 10c, 3 lbs. 25c Coffee, Tea, Canned Fruit, Soape, Gro
Golden Bantam, sweet corn, doz....20c ceries and all other goods. Compare
Cantaloupes, large size ......... 3 for 25c the prices with your grocery, and see
how much you can save by trading
1 lb. can Peanut Butter......................20c
with us.
5 cans ................................................90c
New Nut Olio ............... 22c, 5 lbs. $.100
AND
Creamery Butter, lb...........................53c
Fancy Oranges, doz...............25c and 50c
Lemons, doz.......................................... 35c
Bananas, lb...................... 10c, 3 lbs. 25c
Fancy Maliga Grapes, lb.................... 20c
Large Cocoanuts ......................4 for 25c
The Sanitary Up-To-Date Store
Lime Juice, bot........... 18c, 5 bottles 80c
Fancy New Orleans Molasses, gal. 60c Telephone 105 : : t : : ROCKLAND

ss sst

WANTED
STITCHERS
On Power Machines

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND
IStf

for rioting. Two of these men drive
the U. S. Mail alternately, another is
postmaster and the fourth is a trusted
and valuable clerk at Jameson & Wotton's store.
From reading lawyer
Johnson's letter which was a true
statement of the situation, one might
get the impression that Mrs. Simmons
was the only person whose land ad
joins the ball ground but such is not
the case. There are two other fields
and some other pasture land where the
batted balls often fall and the three
owners of these pieces of land are
more than willing that the players
should recover the halls. The party
owning the pasture has ever told
the players to cut down the bushes if
they wished. None of these have boys
that play on the team. In fact we
doubt if there are but two families in
the town, who would object to any one
going on their land to pick up a ball.
The name Friendship Is not a mis
nomer as any of our summer visitors
will tell you.

VINALHAVEN

Waneta Cocoa, 1 lb. pkg......................................................... “. .19c

A. R. Avery of Medford. Mass., who
been the guest of her mother, Mrs. W
H. Bartlett and sisters. Miss Estelle has been visiting at the Union Con
irtlett and Mrs. S. Flint Miller at gregational parsonage the past month,
Pineapple (sliced) per cen.................................. 35c, 3 cans $1.00 Bartlett’s Hill, has returned to her returned to his home Tuesday.
Miss Grace M. Waterman of Boston
Red Alaska Salmon, can.................................. .. .25c, 5 cans $1.00 home in Rocklanu.
spent several days witn her aunt, M.'B
C. H. B. Seliger.
Green Corn, doz......................................................................................20c
PLEASANT POINT
The Union Congregational church
is preparing for a fine rally day pro
Sweet Potatoes................................................................. 4 lbs. for 25c
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Woolf and maid gram in thd near future.
White Potatoes, pk.............................................................................30c of Mount Vernon, N. Y.. are at their Union church prayer meeting is held
home here for two weeks.
tonight at 7.30 o'clock.
Green HubbardSquash, lb.................................................................... 5c summer
Mr. and Mrs. Lanscom Miller of
Elton K. Bassett returned to his
Apples, pk.................................................................................................20c Rockland were weekend guests of his home in New Bedford, Mass., Thurs
grandmother, Mrs. lluldah Stone. Mrs day. Mr. Bassett, who is a scout
Bananas, lb................................................................10c, 3 lbs for 25c Stone also entertained Charles Brown master, took our Boy Scouts on a hike.
and children of Portland, and Mrs Dinner and supper were cooked in the
visited his aunt, Mrs. Mary Smith t-Vaperated lVlllk, Can................................................ 12/2C, Case $5.50 Ulysses Davis of Port Clyde, Thursday open, Mr. Bassett proving an interest
ing instructor.
Mr. Bassett, who
last Sunday.
Van Camps Tomato Soup.................................................. 3 cans 25c of last week.
Miss Eleanor Pitt, who has been possesses a wonderful baritone voice,
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Jackson and Eva
Robbins made a business trip to Wal
spending the summer at Friendship sting at Union church with Miss Evelyn
Same Prices on other canned goods as last week
doboro last Saturday.
ge left Wednesday for her he
Arey for accompanist.
The solo
in Baltimore, Md.
W. J. Smith harvested nine bushels
‘Alone With Thee” was well received.
Mrs. Raymond Davis of Ann Arbor, He also sang several selections nt the
of early harvest potatoes from one Blue Ribbon Peaches............. .................................. 2 pkgs. 25c
Miss Grace Beattie of Colorado Orange hall which were very much
peeks planting.
New Dates, lb.......................... ........................... 18c, 3 lbs. 50c Mich..
Springs, Col., and Mrs. Mlddlemas and appreciated.
, Prunes, lb...................................... ............................... 7c, 4 lbs. 25c daughter Elizabeth of Washington, D
Mrs. B. F. Ayres, Miss Susie Ayres
UNION
C., who have been spending the sum
Mrs. S. I. How'ard of Worcester,
Whole Rice.................................. . . 4 lbs. for 25c, 10 lbs. for 50c mer at Friendship cottage return to and
Mass., returned to their home Friday.
Dr. H. H. Plumer of Union and J. D. 3 pkgs. Spice for.....................
While in town they .were guests of
................................................. 25c their homes this week.
Thurston of South Union are enjoying
A large number of people from here Mrs. M. P. Smith.
Pure
Cider
Vinegar,
gal.
.
.
.
an automobile trip to Greenville.
................................................. 40c attended campmeeting at Washington Mrs. Irvin Wood and children, VertRev. F. H. Morgan and family of Fancy N. O. Molasses, gal. .
ner, Cecil and Ethel of Belfast, are
................................................. 60c Sunday.
Morrill visited at J. C. Creighton's
Mrs. W. J. Morse and Mrs. Charles visiting Mrs. Charles Kittredge and
Monday. Mr. Morgan secured several Preserving Jars, qts................... ........................ $1.35, pts. $1.15 Bucklin were in Rockland Tuesday,
Mrs. George Geary.
subscriptions to Zion's Herald while in
Atwood Pryor of Thomaston Is at
3 doz. Jar Rubbers................ ................................................. 25c
town.
Sagamore Lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Russell of
THORND1KEVILLE
Pure Lard, lb.......................... 17c Fancy Creamery Butter lb 55c Boston and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
PORT CLYDE
Compound, lb........................ 14c Nut Butterine, lb.................. 25c Chapin of Dorchester, Mass., are oc
Philip, the young son of Mr. and
cupying the Lang cottage.
Mrs. Raymond Crabtree, broke his
The Rockland man to whom ™a,s Fat Salt Pork, lb.................... 15c Fresh Eggs, doz..................... 55c
Work is progressing rapidly on the arm recently. He was attended by
sent a post card bearing the initials
new piece of State Road leading to Dr. Plumer of Union.
“F. M." asks the sender to write again, New Smoked Shoulders, 19c Westerns, doz........................ 48c
Pleasant Point.
Several from this place attended
signing full name.
Mince Meat, lb..................... 20c New Cream Cheese, lb .. . 30c
campmeeting In Washington the past
week.
FRIENDSHIP
Granulated Meal 8 lbs for................................................................. 25c
Larkin Thorndike visited friends in
Mrs. Myra Kendall has returned to Chelsea Sunday.
Lighthouse Washing Powder, 6 pkgs. for................................25c
THOMASTON
Mrs. Hannah Duffy of Bluehill is
Washington, D. C. after spending three
visiting her sister, Abbie Merrill.
Sweet Mixed Pickles, lb.....................................................................38c week’s vacation here.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hemenway,
Mr. Orne and family of Walpole,
Mass. were recent guests of Mrs. Orris who have been spending the summer
Sweet
Mixed
Mustard
Pickles,
lb
.................................................
30c
FORMERLY GRAY'S
with Mr. Hemenway’s parents, return
Cook.
Welch’s Grape Juice, pt. bottles each....................................... 45c
Mr. Potter and family of New Y’ork to their home in Newton, Mass.,
now under new management
occupying Mrs. Venie Whitney’s Wednesday.
Lime Juice, bottle.............................................................................. 20c are
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Randall and
house for two weeks.
LUNCHES
Tomato Ketchup, bottle....................................... 15c, 2 bottles 25c
Mrs. Edith (Bradford) Dingle of son Joseph of East Boston are visiting
Any time from C a. m. to midnight.
Malden was a recent guest of Mrs. at Lester Merrill’s.
Rissie Day visited friends in Am
Thompson.
ICE CREAM. FRUIT, CONFEC
Fancy Shopping Baskets............................................. 40c, 75c, 85c Nellie
An interesting game of baseball was herst the past week.
TIONERY, CIGARS & TOBACCO
Wash Boilers, No. 9, each........................................................... $2.5C played Saturday between Friendship Charles Childs and daughter Madaand Rockport, the former team win line attended the fair at Bangor last
Excelsior Coffee, lb.......................................................................... ..29c ning. The score was 14 to 7.
week.
B. B. JAMESON
Harry Pushaw was home from
103*104
This brings to mind that four of our
Far East, White House, Hatchet Brand, lb............................... 35c
male citizens (not mischievous boys) Rockland over Sunday.
Large bottles Peroxide,16 oz. each................................................ 20c holding responsible positions are to be
5 pkgs. Baking Soda.......................................................................... 25c tried at the September term of court

Monday after spending a week here
with friends
Mr. and Mrs. George Wade and Mrs.
Sweetland of Rockland visited friends
here recently.
Edwin Hawes of Augusta called on
George Jameson last Thursday.
Miss Nellie Greenwood of Jefferson
visited reatives here recently.
Nearly every one here attended
Washington campmeeting last Sunday.
Mrs Damie Landers of Rocklad vis
ited Mrs. Emma Jackson last Wednes
day.
Frank Jameson is the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Jameson.

RESTAURANT

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.

NOW is the time

Cream Tartar, pkg............................................................... 14c, lb. 50c
Seeded Raisins, pkg.................................................. 20c, 6 for $1.0(
Can Pumpkin, Squash, Peas, Tomatoes, Corn, 15c, 2 for 25c
California Peaches, Apricots, can............................................... 25c

to Make your Sheets

Swift’s Pride or Lenox Soaps,.......................................... 7 bars 25c

THOMASTON, ME.

Lux per pkg................... 10c, 3 for 25c
Fairy Soap cake.................................. 5c

Lockwood A
Cotton
ixi l-S

You can save money by ordering
your Shingles from the undersigned.
For the next ten days I will receive
orders for shingles at a price you
can afford to pay, and the lowest
you hear this season. These shingles
will be shipped direct from the mill,
and delivered from the car at
Thomaston Station, making a big
saving to you. If you are interested
write, telephone or call at house for
information. (At home evenings.)

Palmolive Soap

3 cakes 25c

Fly Pyramids.............................................................................. 5 for 10c

cts. yd.

Portraits and Enlargements
Evaning Sittings by Appointment.
PHONE 33-11
ENGRAVED CAROS—Can at thia offloe and
examine style. H
already have a plate
urine it In and let us print you card! In lateet

THE COURIER GAZETTE.

SHINGLE NOTICE

Slack Salted Pollock, lb...........................................8c, 15 lbs. $1.0(

PILLSBURY'S STUDIO

iu,

SUNSHINE

Iff

Jiffy Jell................................................................................. 3 pkgs. 25c
Maccaroni...................................................................... 3 pkgs. for 25c
Cream of Wheat pkg...........................................................................25c

W. J. ROBERTSON
CARPENTER & BUILDER

CUT PRICES ON ALL GOODS SALE DAYS

Tel. 27-22

AT HASKELL’S
✓

Thomaston, Me.
9Ttf

Leon Conary came from New Y’ork
Friday to visit his father and other
relatives.
W. W. Conary went to Rockland
Friday for a load of freight and re
turned Saturday.
Mrs. O. W. Emerson and daughterin-law went to the campmeeting in
Washington last Wednesday.
Miss Myrtle Conary, Mrs. Sadie
Ames, Mrs. Olive Conary and daugh
ter Iris returned to South Portland
Thursday.
Rev. J. H. Wales is attending the
eampmeeting In Washington.
Gussie Heanseler has been on the
sick list.
W. I. Conary and Alva Conary came
from Bar Harbor Saturday, returning
Sunday.
Miss Velma Stinson of Swan’s
Island is visiting her aunts, Mrs
Flora and Blanche Dunham.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Conary and
daughter June have been spending
few duyg In Rockland.

CASH
‘CARRY

Carrs

■s

MARKET

For Sale

FOR SALE—Gray Lloyd Loan baby carriage.
Price reasonable. 38 WARREN ST Tel 362-W.
AdrertlMmenta in this column not to exceed
104-106
three linee Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents.
Additional lines 5 cents each
FOR SALE—Flemish Giant Rabbits, nil ages.
for one lime, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words H. L. MASON, Tenant's Harbor, Me
make a line
104*106
FOR SALE—Cheap, Pay and Bowen engine,
two-cylinder, 7-4 h. p , complete and in perfect
order, with clutch, wheel shaft and mutter.
LOST—Tan purse on 6 30 car into Camden ZENAS C BURGESS, Vinalhaven, Me.
104-106
or on Rockport bridge. Reward if returned to
FRANK MARCELLO, Rockport, Box 172
FOR SALE—50 acre farm in town of Damar
104*106
iscotta, 15 acres in tillage, balance in pasture
LOST—Bunch of keys, three Yaie, number of and woodland, 9 room house, barn 30x40 feet,
small keys on ring. Return to Hotel Lindsev. poultry houses. ELDEN H. CHAPMAN. Dam
Reward. M. W. COLPITTS:
ltlflOG
ariscotta, Me.
104*109
LOST—While riding through
Roekland,
FOR
SALE
—
Motor
boat
2
Vi
h.
Pengine,
18
glasses in bone frames Return to COURIER- feet long. Good condition. Mrs. R J. McGAZETTE. Reward.
KENZIE, Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
104-10M
LOST—Boys union suits and other goods,
FOR SALE—Fitted word, 4 ft. split cord
placed in wrong Ford ear on Main street, Fri
day. Return to BURPEE A LAMB, Rockland. wood. Delivered. W. L OXTON, West Rock
port, Me.
103*108
103*103

Lost and Found

FOR SALE—Dry softwood slabs^-Rtted, $1.50
foot. Dry hardwood, fitted, $2 foot. Drv fitted
wood in half cord lota $7.50. Free dellverv
SOUTH END WOOD YARD. C. F. Prescott.
TO LETa-Suinmer cottage at Ingraham’s Mgr. Tel. 462J.
103*10.5
Hill for the month of September by day or
FOR SALE—Give me your order for broiler*,
week
Electric lights and city water. Tel
107-2 or 80-W. GEO. A TARR, Roekland, roasting chickens and fowl, dressed or other
wise, 10 to 12 hours notice CHAS. T. SPEAR,
Me.
lOJtf
150 Middle Street. P. O. Box 332.
99tf
TO LET—Furnished cottage on the car line.
FOR SALE—Keystone No. 3 drilling maCity water. Apply to MRS. C. A. CROCKETT,
chine W. N. BENNER, West Meadow road,
09 North Main Street.
39*tf
Rockland, Tel. 609-M.
103*108
FOR SALE—Strip of tana running from the
FOR SALE—1 ••Gray” threshing machine, 1
u»wn road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and 8 h p. gasolene engine, 1 6 h..p gasoline en
battling facllitiee.
Inquire MISS EVA K gine, all in good condition. WALTER S. BEN
NER, R. F. D., Rockland. Tel. 609-M.
TORREY, Tenant's Harbor.
S2»tf
103-103
FOR SALE—In Thomaston the Copeland resi
Wanted
dence, modern 10 room house, slate roof, lot
WANTED—Cook. Apply at the BEE HIVE, 130 foot front, 280 feet deep. Low price, also
the household goods together or separate
19
Llmerock street. Rockland.
104-It
GREEN STREE. Enquire on premises
WANTED—G Iris and women: experience not
102*104
necessary. PARAGON BUTTON CORPORA
FOR SALE—Two five passenger cars, cheap,
TION, Waldoboro, Me.
104-107
and in perfect running condition. Good tires
WANTED—Power Lobster Smack capable of P. D. STARRETT. Warren, Me
10l-!f '
carrying about 5000 pounds. Lowest cash price
FOR SALE—31-foot sloop with 9 h. p. Ken
and description in first letter. NEWCOMB &
nebec engine, good condition, ly ng at Camden.
Co., Newport, R. I.
104-105
W. A. NUTT, 38 Main St , Camden.
101-103
WANTED—Woman 45 to 50 years old as
FOR SALE—FARM—60 acres,
mowing,
housekeeper for middle aged man on farm. Good
home. No butter-making. Address M. care the balance wood and pasture, good buildings.
Situated at Crescent Beach on the shore of
Courier-Gazette.
103tf
Penobscot Bay. Would make a fine summer
WANTED—Tei
enement of 5 to 7 rooms, de home. Price reasonable to close an estate Ap
sirable location. Call COURIER-GAZETTE
ply to FLOYD L. SHAW, Rockland, Me.
102*104
______
100-tf
WANTED—One ton truck. A. J. RAWLEY,
FOR SALE—Delicious Sweet Cider, made
Tenant's Ifarbor.
102tf
fresh every day from choice red astrachan
apples. Will be ready for delivery Saturday
WANTED—Position by large boy to earn his Drop me a card, J. H. SIMONTON, R. F. D
board and go to High School KENNETH Rockland.
100-tf
TRASK, Matinicus.
102*104
FOR SALE—Cottage lot on shore at Crescent
WANTED—Clerks; hundreds men over 17 Beach MRS. A. C. HAHN, 24 Pleasant St..
wanted for railway mail positions. Examina Tel 177-11.
loq.tf
tion Sept. 17. Salary $135 month. Experience
unnecessary. White for free particulars about
FOR SALE—Comb honey in 1 lb. cartons.
positions, examination. COLUMBIA SCHOOL E. H. SEEKINS, Buttermilk Lane, off Thom
OF CIVIL SERVICE, 167 Pope Bldg , Wash aston car line.
99*104
ington, D. C.
99*104

Summer Cottages and Board

WANTED—35 ehaggy cat* and klttena, male
id female. Highest price* paid. JOHN 8
RANLETT, Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14. 15tf
WANTED—Chef*, cooks, waUreeeee, cham
ber malda, laundreasea, general and kitchen
worker*, etc. Telephone or call, except between
It end 2 and 6 and 7. MRS HAWLEY. 7SI
High St., Bath. Me. Tel. 725
1*4-17

FOR SALE—Hammerless shotgun, 12 ga. 300. F HILLS

inch barrels. Good condition.
Courier-Gazette. Tel. 771.

95tf

FOR SALE—Pure apple’ elder vinegar of a
high quality. Drop me a card. J. H. SIMON
TON, R. F. D., Rockland,
95tf
FOR SALE—In Camden, Maine, house and
iot at 21 Pearl St., close to center of the vil
lage. All modern improvements. See or write
F. H. THOMAS, Camden.
90tf
Miscellaneous
FOR SALF—Aux. sloop boat In damaged con
dition caused by fire, a good buy for man who
NOTICE—Whereas my wife Ida A. Lenfest can repair boat himself himself. Inquire A. D.
having left my bed and board without justifi BIRD CO. 4 Camden St., Rockland, Me.
82-tf
able cause, this is to notify all persons that
I will not be responsible for any debts site may
FOR SALE—New and second hand boots,
Incur In my name, after this date Union, Me.. shoes, clothing, hardware, dishes, musical In
August 30, 1921. BENJ. C LENFEST.
struments and furniture. C. T. BRAQO. 010
194*106
Main St.
e$tf

STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Time to set out
Strawberry Plants. For sale by W. H. CUR
RIER, 32 Green St., Thomaston. Tel. 13-2.
102-104
HOME COOKING—Mrs Z B Smith. Beech
St. Rockport, will take orders for doughnuts,
cakes, cream puffs, apple puffs and home
made jelly. TEL. CAMDEN <7-3, or Rockland
294-J.
100*105

MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, Picot Edge Cov
ered Buttons, Button Holes, Accordion Plait
ing, Narrow Knife and Side Plaiting. Orders
promptly filled PHYLUS E. TOLMAN, 18
Leland St. Tel. 270-J.
98*105

ANTIQUED—At LOWERS, Belfast, Me, op
posite Shoe Factory.
75*1M.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St Mall or
ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
18-tf
STROUT'S FARM CATALOG — Prosperity
Farms. Just out. Our answer to this country’s
eager home seekers and unemployed millions
Jammed with live wire bargains 30 states and
Canada ; farms on easy terms with stock, tools
and crops, offering pleasant self-supporting
homes, steady jobs and bright futures. Hard to
beat one described page 17, $350 secures 80
acres on improved road close to town, good
7-room house, barns for 20 cows, silo, horse,
cows, poultry, hogs, tools; all $1500. More
than 100 for $1000 and less. This book will be
read by over 1,000,000 people Get your free
copy today. STROUT FARM AGENCY. 341
D. G Water St., Augusta, Me.
104-It

ROCKLAND’S SHOW PLACE—Early Amerl
can Furniture and Antiques. Your visit to
Maine is not complete unless you spend at
least two hours In this new shop. Building
40x60—three floors full to overflowing with
antiques. COBB & DAVIS, 115 North Main
Street. (Call Mr. Davis at Fuller-Cobb-Davls'
Department Store
83-tf
BERRY PICKERS—And others are hereby
warned not to trespass on the land on the
Tolnian farm belonging to the undersigned.
JESSE A. TOLMAN
76tf
BERRY PICKERS and gunners are warned to
keep off my premises at the Head of the Bay,
as I shall prosecute all such. GEORGE B.
HIX.
80*193

FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
25 seres and 0 acres of young growth: plentT
of wood. Splendid sltuati^ feTs s£SS
home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO.. Bslfast. Me
FOR SALE—Second hand
grand
rosewood case. Inq^re*of*MR^
and piano;
p‘
FOSTER, 75 Cedar street.
W-tf
FOR SALE—Long and fitted hard wood, fitted
m.ll wood, hard wood limbs, and fireplace wood
delivered. T J. CARROLL, residence Bast
i\«r«en • p- 0 Thomaston. Tsl. • Rockland.
263-21
59-tf
SALE—New and second hand furniture
at B. L. RYDEK’8. Pleasant 8t.. Rockport. 19-tC

To Let
TO LET—Booms and renls, furnished and unfurnlslied. TELEPHONE 232-12.
104-tf
TO LET—Small tenement, corner of Orange
and Pleasant streets, about Sept. 15. Mrs. F
H. SANBORN, 13 Myrtle St
1114-tf
TO LET—Garage for one car. 10 PLEASANT
ST.
104-106
TO LET—For the winter, furnished house on
car line. No children, no modern improvements
28 SOUTH MAIN ST . 414-J.
104tf
TO LET—Small tenement on Brewster Rt.
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel 665-2.
TO LET—Store on Main street
Inquire of
E. K. GOULD. 375 Main St
102tf
TO LET—Two furnished front rooms.
PLEASANT STREET.
66«tf
TO LET—A furnished appartment. Applly 'to
ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller-Cobb-Davis. «

T0 LET—Furnished room,
or Tel. 741-M.

16 BROAD ST .
n-tf
TO LET—Somebody Is needtnf •
or
rooms Advertiee youra In this
end
vnu'll zet an application Immediately.
S-®
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, atore*.
and musical Instrument* or anything that re
quire. a dry, dean room. Term, reeaonable.
J. R. FLYE, 181 Main • “..................

91®-

Ev«ry-Other-Day
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Io Social Circles
The arrival and departure of guests during
the vacation season la of Interest both to them
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Items of social news and will thank our friends
to supply us with Information in this con
nection.

TELEPHONE ........................................... 770
11

-----------

~-

dienee. Mrs. Stevens of the Boston
Conservatory, assisted by six dancers,
sang topical songs, getting off many
good hits, and crowning Fred Chase of
Belfast with a bridal wreath. An Eng
lish tilting match was played by six
Belfast men from hobby horses, the
prize being a bottle of "Old Scotch."
At midnight dancing commenced at the
‘ Country Club, a most brilliant affair,
distinguished by the beautiful gowns
of the ladies. The Rockland guests left
about 2 a. m. with the dancing still in
full swing.

Mrs. Vernal L. Chapman and daugh
ter Gladys of Chester, Penn., arrived
Tuesday morning on the New York
train to spend a few months with Mrs.
Miss Dorothy Dinsmore of Machias
Chapman’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. is the guest of Mrs. John G. Snow, PaJohn H. Koster.
icific street.

The Eastern Star will omit its Fri
Mrs. Fountain and Miss Emma
day night picnic this week.
Fountian, who have been spending the
summer with Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Mrs. Charles Cushing of East Bos- Bickmore and Miss Lena Cleveland in
ton, who has been the guest of Mi s. , camden, leave today for Salem, where
W. A. Stanley the past thiee weeks, they w,u gpPn<] a week before return has returned home.
ing to their home in Flushing, L. I.

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Snow are on a
Mrs. Adelaide Webb, who has been
motor trip to New Hampshire.
spending the summer at her home on
Masonic street leaves for Cambridge,
Thomas Chisholm, who has been Monday.
spending a week's vacation at Swan’s
Island, has resumed his duties at
Mrs. B. B. Smith and Mrs. A. S.
Chisholm Bros’, store,
Black entertain the Thursday Auction
i Club today at Mrs. Black • cottage on
George Fred Thorndike of Seattle, Megunticook.
Washington, who has been in Washing
ton, D. C., on business connected with
Miss Anna Coughlin has been enter
the U. S. Shipping Board, is spending tabling Misses Gertrude Smith and
a few days at Hotel Rockland, and Winifred Coughlin at her camp at
yesterday dined in South Thomaston Cooper’s Beach.
with his cousin, Joshua Thorndike.
The Keag was familiar territory to
Miss Madeline Stover is entertain
the man from Seattle, despite 40 years' ing a weekend house party at Pleas
absence, for he formerly lived in the ant Beach. Lucy Marsh, Arlene and
residence now occupied by Cleveland Agnes Flanagan, Clemis Biackington,
Sleeper. He has extensive shipping Beth Hagar and Gertrude Smith are
interests and is prospering greatly. her guests.
During the war he negotiated one con
tract which ran into the millions.
The Roekland Women’s Republican
club will meet tonight at 7.30 with Mrs.
Mrs. Lena Daggett is home from Adriel Bird, 37 Llmerock street.
Port Jefferson, N. Y„ on a short visit.
Mrs. Harold F. Roberts entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Warren P, Doughty three tables at auction at her summer
and two children, who left by motor home on the Owls Head road yester
Monday on the first part of the return day. The home was prettily decorated
Journey to their home in Albany, N. Y„ with wild flowers. Prizes were taken
were the guests while here of Mrs. by Mrs. Hitchcock, Mrs. Louis WardDoughty’s brother, Lucius Perry, of well of Camden and Mrs. F. R. Spear.
149 Main street.
Among the out of town guests were
Mrs. R. T. Lingley of New York and
Mrs. Myra Hodgdon, who has spent Mrs. C. A. Leighton of Thomaston.
the summer at Bar Harbor, has return
ed to her Beech street home.
The Waivenock and Tarratine Clubs
I last night held a powwow at “CataMrs. J. L. Clark of Brockton, who wamteak," Chief R. K. Snow’s wig
lias been the guest of Mrs. H. C. Clark, wam at Spruce Head. A bounteous
is now visiting her sister, Mrs. Chaples supper of fish chowder and broiled live
on Lake avenue.
lobsters was served by the men,
to which the ladies added many viands
Miss Edna Payson, clerk in the i 0( thejr own preparation. An unusualregister of probate s office is visiting |y c]ear atmosphere gave a grand view
her aunt, Mrs, Abbie Clark, in St. , of the ocean an(j islands, while the
George.
glorious sunset made a picture long to
I be remembered.
A picnic party of 30 headed by Miss .
.
____
Mary Buttomer had an outing at, The povert}. ban given by Mr8
Andrews^ Neck Tuesday nighty They Trescott at Owls Head Inn last night,
made a fine landing, at high tide, but was attended by about 70 guests and
when they undertook to embark for was one of the best times of the sea
home they found that somebody had son.
moved the ocean. There were some
wet tootsies before everybody had
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Herrick
waded aboard, and it was past sun spent Sunday in Lewiston where Dr.
rise when they reached Rockland, but Herrick preached in the morning at the
’twas a jolly time just the same.
United Baptist church.
They were
dinner guests of President and Mrs.
Mrs. Jl F. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Day of Bates College. Monday they
Charles Plummer, Mrs. Alice Rowe and attended the Religious School of
son Charles, all of Hartford, Conn., Methods at Ocean Park, where a
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. dozen of their church young people
Clark.
are in attendance. The Herricks re
turned last night to Ash Point, and
Miss Christine Dodge of Boston is will complete their summer vacation
the guest of Miss Myra Fitch, Warrenj next week when they go back to Fall
street.
, River.
Mrs. Rebecca Packard, who has been
living In the Conrad house on James
street, nas discontinued housekeeping
for a while and is at present with Miss
Walker, 54 Warren street, and would
be very glad to have her friends call
on her there.

Mrs. May Welt of Rhonie, N. Y„ and
Mrs. Flora Pearl of Concord, N. H„
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
E. H. Philbrick, have returned to their
homes.

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Sprague and
daughter Alberta of Swan’s Island
Mr. and Mrs. Louise Farnham and spant Wednesday in this city, guests
Miss Viola Plummer of Portland and oj gidney Sprague and daughter Edna
Mrs. Hanney of Rochester, N. H., were ( at 3 Linden street,
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Brown at West Meadows.
Mrs. G. Hunter and daughters Pene
lope and Ellen, Miss Rosina Emmet,
Frances Sweetland of Stoneham, and Alice Roby, maid, returning from
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. a summer’s vacation at Criehaven and
E, J,• Southard, Ocean street.
on their way home to Schenectady,
N. Y., were the guests of Mrs. Fred J.
Deacon and Mrs. Leonard H. Rhodes Rhodes, Talbot avenue. They are per
of Brookline, Mass., have been visiting sonal friends of Charles Dana Gib
Fred S. Rhodes. Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes son, whose brother, Langdon Gibson
expect to return to Boston in their is stopping at the Rhodes cottage at
car Friday, going by the way of Water Criehaven, going there in the brother's
ville. Augusta and Lewiston, calling private yacht froin Seven Hundred
on friends by the way.
Acre Island. They are expecting to
return to Criehaven another season,
Miss Frances Snow is entertaining a declaring this an ideal place to spend
house-party of girls at’ beautiful a summer.
-----Treasure Point this week.
Misses
Mrs. Charles A. West of Boston ar
Daphne Winslow, Corice Thomas, rived last night and is the house guest
Alice Snow, Margaret Flanagan and of Mrs. W. T. Cobb, Talbot avenue,
Dorothy Snow, as hostess make up
the party.
Mrs. Osgood A. Gilbert, Mrs R. L.
Wiggin and Mrs. E. A. Trescott will
Mrs. Wiliam Sharpe of New York give a dance in the Crescent Beach
arrives today and will be the guest of Pavilion Friday evening, and the pro
her mother, Mrs. E. D. Spear. Mrs. ceeds of what is expected to be a very
Sharpe has just returned from a happy social affair will be turned over
most interesting tour with her hus to the benefit of the new town. Good
band, who has been lecturing before music will be furnished.
the clinics of the large South Amer
ican cities.
Lewiston Journal:
“Dr. W. W.
Parmelee ot Auburn was reported
Mrs. H. A. Buffum is entertaining Tuesday afternoon as the Journal was
her sisters, Mrs. W. N. Kimball of going to press to be "stin in a critical
Woonsocket, R. I., and Mrs. C. A. j condition," He underwent a serious
Robinson of Portland at her home on operation at tbe c M G. hospital
Grove street.
! Saturday morning.” Dr. Parmelee is
----a former resident of this city.
Miss Madeline Bird gave a small tea |
It R
Tuesday in honor of Miss Alice Per-'
_
McKINNSY-BROWN
kins of Brookline who is the house [
A very pretty home wedding took
guest of Mrs. J. C. Curtis of Camden.
place at the residence o£ Mrs. Nellie
Miss Perkins returns home today.
A. Brown, Belfast road, Lincolnville.
Mrs. Elon Gilchrest of Grand Rapids. Monday evening at 8 o’cock, when her
Mrs. Coole of Madison, Wls., and Miss only daughter Helen Marie, was united
Florence Dunton and Miss Stoddard, in marriage with Roscoe Hurd Mc
who have been summering in Belfast, Kinney of Roekland, Rev. Mr. Griffith
spent Tuesday as the guests of Mrs. of Camden performed the double ring
Miss Ruth Huestis of
John I. Snow and Mrs. George A. Gil ceremony.
Providence was bridesmaid and Fred
christ at Cooper’s Beach.
Brown, brother of the bride was
The rooms were at
Mrs. Clarence Smith of Swan's Isl groomsman.
and, who with her two children, has tractively decorated with evergreen
b»en visiting her sister Mrs. Herman and cut flowers and the couple stood
Stanley. Llmerock street, left for Bos beneath an arch of evergreen and
ton last night with her daughter goldenrod. Albra Frohoek of Hart
Alice. Clarence Smith will remain for ford, Conn., a cousin of the bride
played the wedding march and sang a
a while with his aunt.
i solo, “O Promise Me.”
The bride's
C. Churchill Wahle arrives today dress was white georgette and she
from New York to join his family and carried a bouquet of white snap
will be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. dragons. The bridesmaid wore pale
yellow taffeta, and carried yellow snap
George McLaughlin.
dragons.
The popularity of the
Mrs. Robert Willey. Mrs. Harry couple was testified by the numerous
Snow and Misses Evelyn and Dorice presents ot cut glass, silver, linen
In the cutting of the
Dubolx of Fall River are occupying the money, etc.
bride’s cake the ring fell to Mrs.
small Herrick cottage at Ash Point.
Brown, the thimble to Miss Huestis.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Smith, ac- ! and the money to Mrs. Grace Monroe,
The bride, who is very popular in her
eompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C.
Davis, motored to Northport last Fri set. has been teaching school in Sears
day to attend the annual fete of the port and vicinity for the past two
Northport Country Club. A “real” years. Mr. McKinney is employed by
banquet was followed by moving pic A. C. McLoon & Co., and is a former
tures, and in the theatre was staged Lincolnville boy. The couple have the
n cabaret that abounded with many best wishes of all of their friends,
unique features. Moro the magician They will be at home at 17 Court
performed his wizardry among the au-^ street, Rockland, after Oct, I,

P^ge Seven
STORE CLOSED LABOR DAY.

SIMONTON’S

’ It Makes
No Difference
"'Whether you are a Victrola owner or not.

We want

you to feel at liberty to drop in and ask us to play your
favorite music on the

SIMONTON’S

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 5th
WE PROPOSE TO DO TWO DAYS’ BUSINESS
IN ONE—SATURDAY. SEPT. 3rd

Six Hour and After Supper Sale
SATURDAY, SEPT. 3rd - S.3O A. M. 9.30 P.M

VICTROLA
Here are some favorites, a few of which are sure to
appeal to you:

When we wrote this “Ad” we accidentally quoted an incorrect price on a certain item, making a
price much lower than it could possibly be soid for. Our proof reader saw the error and called our
attention to it.
We finally concluded to let the price stand as written. This item will not be displayed in our
windows nor on our counters. HOW MANY OF OUR CUSTOMERS will spot this Rare Bargain
among the sixty Bargains offered in this “Ad.”

16008

Beautiful Isle of Somewhere, Jarvis...................................................85c
Christ Arose, Hayden Quartet ...........................................................85c

16749

When the Roll is Called Up Yonder, Criterian Quartet... 85c
He Leadeth Me, Werrenath ...............................................................85c

Should Saturday, Sept.
3rd, be very stormy,

7957

National Emblem, March, Prior's Band .........................................85c
Garde de Corps, March, Pryor’s Band .............................................85c

18116

Medley of Southern Melodies, Banjo Solo.................................... 85c
Daly’s Reel, One Step and Buck dance. Banjo Solo.................. 85c

Sale will be continued
Tuesday, September 6

18757

Ain’t Wo Got Fun, Fox Trot, Benton Orchestra........................ 85c
Scandinavia, Fox Trot, Benson Orchestra .......... .......................... 85c

11 ' 1

"

1

i.n

H

The Maine Music Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SNOWS COP THE PENNANT.
Billy Foster Too Much For Legion in Yesterday’s Double
Header—Second Place At Stake.
3 0 0 0 0 0 1
Although the Twilight League sea N, Magee, cf, p .
3 1113 12
son does not close until Friday after Taylor, c.............
Collamore, lb, 2b
0 1 1
1 1
noon the pennant fight ended yester
0 0 0
Miller, ss ............
day when the Snows won the double- Hamel, lb ............. 3 0 0 0 1
header from the Legion. The result Melvin, rf ............ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
leaves the Legion and Lobsters tied B, Turner, 2b, rf . 2 0 11 0 3 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
for second place. The Lobsters are R. Turner, if .
2 0 110 10
playing a postponed game with the Boynton, p. cf
Knox Electrics tonight, and by win
23 1 3 3 18 9 5
ning will take second place, unless the
1 0 1
0—8
Legion concludes to play its unsched Lime Co..........
uled postponed game with Rockport— Rockport ............... 0 0 0
1—1
and wins it. The standing:
Two-base
hits,
Tripp
Mealey
Won Lost P. C. Three-base hit, Wotton. Stolen bases,
Snows ......................... 13
5
.722 Taylor, Tripp, Wotton 2 Rhodes,
Legion ......................... 11
6
.647 Double play. Miller (unassisted.) Base
Lobsters ....................... 11
6
.647 on balls, off Magee 1-- Struck out, by
Chisox .........................
9
9
.500 Magee 5, by Boynton 2. by Magee 1.
Electrics ...............
6
10
.375 Hit by pitcher, Collamore. Umpires,
Scorer,
Lime Co........................
6
12
.333 Browne and J. Sullivan.
Rockport .....................
4
12
.250 Healey.
* • • 0)
i •
• • • •
Snows Won Both
Lime 8, Rockport 1
The Lime Company played its final ( It was plainly a case of too much
game of the season Tuesday night Foster, so far as the Legion was conand celebrated the event by giving i cerned, in yesterday's double header.
Rockport a sound spanking. Pewee’s | The Snows won the afternoon game
Pets made a good showing for the three , 7 to 0. making 11 hits and 2 errors,
innings, but the 4th—oh, what a head while the Legion made 3 hits and 5
ache! Hits, errors and what not until errors. The score of the evening game
six runs had been accumulated. Tripp was 4 to 1. Foster was again in the
and Wotton fattened their batting box for the Snows, but the Legion
averages in this game, Wotton turning presented Hogkins. who has been their
The
in a triple along with two singles. pitching ace for the season.
The score: .
Snows made all their runs in the
Lime Company
, third, after two men were out. Linab r bh tb po a e nekin was given a pas3 and stole
Tripp, rf .............. 4 3 3 4 0 0 0 second. Snow hit to the right field
H. Mealey, 2b...3112112 foul line for two bases, but there was
Rose, cf ............... 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 a lively dispute as to whether the ball
Wotton, lb ......... 4 0 3 5 8 0 1 i was fair or foul. Umpire Browne said
Rogers, p ............ 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 "fair.” ar.d the protest was futile. A
R. Richardson, c. 3011500 i single by Daunais scored Snow. Then
Colburn, 3b ........ 3
1 0 0 2 0 0 came the crowning event of the sea
Bartlett, if .......... 3
1 1 1 1 0 0 son, Hinckley’s home run, officially set
Rhodes, 2b .......... 3
1 1 1 1 1 2 down in the score book as the best
hit which has been made in the
31 8 11 15 18 4 5 League series. Daur.ais. though crip
Rockport
pled, caught pluckiiy in both games.
ab r bh tb po a e The Snows made 3 hits and no errors;
W. Whittier, 3b ..$000230 the Legion made 4 hits and 1 error.

ESCAPED TO GO SWIMMING.
Leslie Steward Didn’t Like the Heat At County Jail and
Skipped the Daisies to Meadow Brook.
The intense heat of Tuesday after
noon bred a feeling of deep discontent
in the mind of Italic Steward, the
15-year-old scamp whose misdemean
ors have landed him in the Knox
County Jail. The more he thought It
over the more he rebelled against con
finement.
So he tied together numerous strips
torn from the county’s blankets,
‘climbed to the top of one of the sec
ond story cages, squeezed through
the small aperture formed by the ven
tilator. and lowered himself to the
ground.
Fleet of foot he was more than a
mile away before another prisoner
wandered to that side of the jail, and
saw the tell-tale improvised rope
dangling from the roof. He notified
the officials, and in very short order
Sheriff Thurston and Deputy Sheriff
Heckbert were away in pursuit in the
former's motor car.
It was like hunting for a needle in
a haystack, but proceeding on the as
sumption that the lad had started to
ward Thomaston the officers started
over the New County road. Some im
pulse led them to turn in on Dexter
street, aryl when the Old County road
was reached a chance inquiry by
Sheriff Thurston developed the fact
that a strange boy had been seen go
ing toward Meadow Brook.
Thither the officers went, and their
sharp eyes spied the lad in swimming
Steward set up a shout when he saw
the sheriff and Deputy Heckbert ap

proaching, and on the opposite side of
the brook proceeded to throw a fit—
which is one of his many versatile
accomplishments. The fit ceased im
mediately when one of the other boys,
directed by the sheriff, started after
him. The nude prisoner ran some dis
tance before he was overtaken, and
then undertook to have another fit, but
an application of shoe leather on his
western exposure brought him out
of it.
Steward is now back in his apart
ment on Limerock street, dreaming o’
nights of sparkling fountains, and do
ing lots of figuring as to the probable
size of Turnkey Rokes' hand and
Deputy
Heckbert’s boot.
Sheriff
Thurston is taking a daily course in
sprinting, thrice around the Union
Trotting Park.
Steward is believed to have raised
more ned in the last two years than
any boy of his age in the United
States. He has attempted suicide
three times, has been kidnapped once,
has had 57 fits, and has helped himself
indiscriminately to other
people’s
property.
He was so bad that the superin
tendent of State School for Boys re
fused to harbor him, and after his
last offense he was sentenced to six
months in the county jail. Since he
has been an inmate of that institution
he has several times tried to set tile
building afire, and failing in that has
twice tried to flood it.
Small wonder that Turnkey Rokes
counts ’eteen gray hairs, where he
never had one before.

Priceless Archive* in Danger.
Priceless
historical
documents
stored in the castle of Simancas, near
Valladolid. Spain, are placed In peril,
due to ihe neglect of government of
ficials to keep the building In good re
pair. Thirty-three million documents,
comprising the archives of Spain,
many of them preserved since the
days of Cardinal Xlmenez, are In dan
ger.

NOTICE.
Notice la hereby given of the loss of deposit
book No. 15735 and the owner of said book
asks for duplicate in accordance with the pro
vision of die State Law.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK.
By A. B Biackington, Asst. Treas.
Rockland, .Me , Aug. 25, 1921.
lUlThlQ”*

BE A BOOSTER I
TRADE AT HOME I
TAKE THE HOME PAPBRI

Some of the best BAR
GAINS are in small
quantities. Come early.

SASH CURTAINS

DJER KISS TALCUM

100 pairs Sash Curtains, mostly
whit*; a few biege, full size. Come
early for this item—they will
not last long. Per pair...........

POWDER

.25

Boston Bags
A very |>opular type
of bag, used by law
yers, doctors, bankers
and salesmen, made of
heavy grain football
leather, stiff bottom
with studs, made to
sell for $3.00, tan
only, for $4 AC
this day only»°^^

Excelsior
Hair Dye
Colors hair to any
desired shade and will
rot fade.
$A
In this sale

Napkins

Laundry
Cases
Laundry
shipping
cases, made to stand
the hard usage of
shipping by mail;
khaki covered
Sell
for $2.50. $4 AB
In this sale

Special purchase of
fine mercerized Nap
kins, 16 and 18 lr...
ready for use; sell for
$3 50 per dozen. In
this sale.
each ............ ■fcW Outings
or per
$A AE Soft fleecy pink and
white, blue and white
dozen ..........
stripes and
checks
Special for
4A
Rugs
this day .... >■“
High Spire Taptestrv
Art
"Square
9x12
Brussels patterns, ex Inlaid
tra heavy
A yE Linoleum
in this sale ■
Heavy Inlaid Lino
leum, wood effects,
Rugs
•geometrical figures;
very
durable. Sell for
A x m i n s t e r Art
In
Squares,
seamless $2 50 per yd.
this
$'
high soft durable pile,
choicest colorings and sale...
designs, size 9x1
Special
Stair Carpets
for Sat.
Tapestry and velvet
stair carpets sell for
Stair Carpet
$2
00 per yd. shades
Felt
Stair Carpet
neatly bound on edge of blue, brown, tan,
green,
etc, for this
very durable, brown,
only 90c value BA day only .
Iu this sale ...

9

1.75

’39.75

Trunks

Linoleums

Real genuine printed Duck covered trunks,
Linoleums, with bur color
green,
steel
lap, back; short ends binding, fiber hound
from 2 to 12 yds , in fancy lining. Steam
pieces Sell for $1.50 er in this $A AB
if you can close on sale .......... OiaTO
piece. Per
yard....

.77

Victrola
Covers

SHOE LACINGS
Ladies’ and gents’ Shoe Lacings,
black, brown, for low or high shoes,
mercerized finish. Special sale
price. Per pair ...........................

Full size tins. Special for
O|
Saturday ...................................... *

Bath Towels
Large
size
Bath
Towels, heavy soft
absorbent double ter
ry, some plain white,
some fancy borders,
sold for 50c, 60c, 65c
in this sale ..

Burlaps

Bates Damask Neckwear
Colored tablings, blue,
red, 58 in. wide, sells
for $1 25,
AC
This sale ....

Bath Robes

Ladies Bath Robes,
light and dark, shawl
Stair Carpet collar,
sell for $7.50,
Two Rolls Fiber Stair pretty designs
Carpet, I green, 1
brown, light wool top
neat patterns, sell for
$1 00
BA
In this sale .

.... $5.oo

Door Mats

(’ongoleuin and Texoleunt Door Mats.
Portieres bought at Special for
new reduce^ prices, this sale ..
colors green, rose,
blue,' brown; good
siz.y and qua lily. For
this sale $B AA Rugs
per pair
WrWV Smyrna wool rugs, 30
in., pretty Indian de
signs and choice col
Bungalow
orings; sell for $6 50
For this
$A A A
Aprons
■ale only
wO
10 dozen Bungalow
Aprons.
light and
dark percales, prettily
trimmed, also ging Bed
ham aprons in Polly
Prim style.
QQ Hammocks
Your choice ..
High
grade khaki
duck, chain string,
enamel
finish,
national
Lingerie
fabric, boxed mattress
Odd lots of pink Crepe same
grade
duck
Spe
de Chine and Satin clal
$'
Bloomers,
Envelope
Chemise and Billie price....
Burkes, sold from $8
to $10.
$A AC
Art Squares
Your choice
Fiber and Wool Art
Squares,
size 6x9,
Waists
lour patterns to select
Crepe de Chine Sea- from, double face,
yette silk waists, all double
wear, were
colors newest models, $14.50.
sell for $6, $6.50 in In this sale
this sale
gg

Portieres

.25

Colored Burlaps, red.
New Vestves, ruffled, gieen, broWB, l»lu«*
luce and embroidered sells for 50c.
effects, white, cream, In tills sale ..
rust. Kell for $1.25,
$1.50.
QC
For this day ..
Rugs
Bungalow Rugs, pink,
blue,
grey,
brown
Rugs
with contrasting band
tinders 24x48, sell for
Bungalow rugs. In $-200. in $4 >A
pink,
blue, brown, this sale.
grey.
contrus ting
band borders 27x54
size, sell for $2.50,
in this
g<J Art Squares
Grass Rugs, green,
browu, beautiful sten
cilled borders. 9x12.
Sold for $15 00.
In
Varnish
this
Linoleum Varnish, the sale
well known Vulspar, 8x10: sell for $12 oo.
In this
$A AC
mid make it look sale
.............
new. Also for wimkI
work will not turn
white.
Per
Lace Edgings
pint
For
trimming
net
scrim or marquisette
draperies; on sale iu
Upholstery
curtain department.
Pr yard for this A
Goods
day, choice ....
3 pieces Duplex Repp
39 in. wide, good for
coverings nnd curtains, Slipons
green, ruse For this Men’s all wool Slipday
AA oil Sweaters, grey, sell
only..............
■fcw tor $10.00
Special for $B AA
Saturday ..<«VV

12.45

.95

’7.95 Art Squares

Bailey’s
Lino
Art
Square, size 6x9, sell

AA

tor 88 73.

In this sale
6x6 sells for $4.75
In this
AC
sale ..........

Underwear
Men and hoys balbriggan underwear 34
pants 36, 38, 40 shirts
to close, out,
OQ
reduced to

Garters

’8.44 Children’s

Men’s Ivory garters,
new fresh clactlc, sell
for 35c in this

Couch Covers Socks

In. wide suitable for
general household use,
Velour Covers, old our regular 10c qual
blue, crimson, brown, ity, for .this
etc., trimmed with day only
■■ /2
figured tapestry, suit
able for small table
or Victrola tops, made Refrigerator
to sell for $2 09.
In this
$4 AA Baskets
sale ..........
Hawkeye Refrigerator
Basket for motorists,
Scarfs
picnickers and all out
Pure Silk Neck Scarfs door people. Sold for
$13
50. In $i
silk fringe oontTMtlag
stripe on ends, colors
brown, copen, navy,
mode grey $^ AC
Petticoats
This sale ..
Heatherbloom
Petti
coats $4 00 value. All
Castor Cups silk ruffiles in plain
Heavy glass Castor or changeable silks,
Cups for beds and purple, black, navy,
heavy furniture., save green. Alice blue.
vour carpet.
A A For this
$•
Each ................ bAV sale ..........

Very large size Tap Fancy top, turn over
estry Couch Covers, socks for children,
oriental design, choice white, blue, yellow,
colorings.
regular brown, black, sell for
About 100 yds. of
AA 58c your
remnants of unbleach price $7.50
In
this
sale
WaWV
choice
ed cotton 36 and 40
in, sells for 13c to
18c, while they 4 4
Hose
last
aJkJL Peroxide
Four fluid ounce bot Ladies’
silk S|mrt
tle of Peroxide, guar hose, cordovan, black,
Sheetings
anteed strength and It. brown, grey, sell
Unbleached sheetings, purity. For
(IQ for $1.75 und $1 85
54 in. wide, sell for this sale only
<4 ’IQ
50c per yd Pepperill
choice
Mills, for this
day only
Curtains

.39

.39

8.45 Hdkfs.

Ladles’ /Sport Hdks.
all colors, sell for 25c
in this sale
only, 2 for

aAW

s.iie

Cheese Cloth Cotton
White cheese cloth 36 Remnants

Hosiery
$1.50 Silk Hose, half
fashioned, full lisle
topa, grey,
black,
white sand, brown.
In this
"V
sale ...........

A

Luncheon
Sets

13 piece Luncheon
Sets, assorted colored
edges, linene, sell for
White muslin ruffled
$3 oo.
For
this
curtains;
sell
for Men’s fine cotton half day only
$1 25. In this sale, hose, black, brown, for set ....
per
AO grey, sells for 50c in
pair
■OO this sale

Hose

.29 Lemonade

Vests

Sets

Face Cloths Children’s sleeveless Music Rolls
7 piece Lemonade Sets
Terry face cloths, vest* all sizes, sell for $1 25
music
rolls assorted edges. Spe
special for this
25c. for
4
brown, black,
cial for this
sale, 6 for
wfcw this day only
in this sale
sale, per set

.69

COTTONS

PILLOW SLIPS

36-in. Bleached Cottons and Cam
brics in short lentgsh and remnants,
sell for 25c, 27c and 29c, your J 9
choice ..........................................

120 Pillow Cases, 42x36, good
quality; sell for 39c. (Only 6 9C
to a customer). Each .............. *“*'

SHEETING

F. J. Simonton Company

I

Nice quality Unbleached 40 in. wide
(great bargain). For this I Ol/
day only ................................ • I X/2

| OF COURSE SALE PRICES
ARE FOR CASH ONLY

ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
Mrs. Lena Daggett is at home for a
few days. She will return to Bradford,
Mass., next week where she has a
position in the famous Bradford Acad
emy.
Mrs. George Oliver has gone to West
Buxton to visit her son, Edward Far
rington.
Mrs, Clara Bachelder writes her
friends that she will return to her
home near the head of Rankin street,
next Thursday.
Miss Bessie Tolman visited Mrs.
Adella Veazie Monday.

VISITORS
IN ROCKLAND

SATURDAY EVENINC,
Dancing 8 to 12.
CARS

Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c.
AFTER

PENOBSCOT ARMS

THE

MARSTON’S
GOOD CROWDS

Plus Tax.

DANCE

MUSIC
GOOD TIMES

PARK THEATRE
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
A Vitagraph Special

“BLACK BEAUTY”
Be Sur* and Visit at th*

SEPT. 3

Spectacular fire scene, realistic
storm and a race between a
horse and a locomotive.
The
famous classic of three genera*
tions.

SATURDAY
PEARL WHITE
—IN—

“BEYOND PRICE”
She wanted to be a millionaire’s
wife and she wanted to be famous. And. strangely enough, her
wishes were granted.

Crescent Beach
for a real old faahion

Shore Dinner
PLENTY

OF

NICELY

COOKED FOOD

AT REASONABLE RATES
Telephone 425-4

EMPIRE THEATRE
FRIDAY

ALL-STARS
—IN—

SATURDAY
SESSUE HAYAKAWA

“WET GOLD”

“WHERE LIGHTS
ARE LOW”

A picture which taken you to a
lout island in the tropics, where
iinhdd treasure awaits the daring.

Love ruled thia Chinese Prince
and steeled his arm to strike foes
of (he woman's happiness.

*

ON

MOUNT

BATTIE’S

TOP.

Camden’s War Memorial Picturesquely Crowns the Moun-

*

Every-Other-Day .
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tain Background of the Beautiful Town.

We are indebted to the Camden Her
ald for the above picture of the beau
tiful memorial tower which has been
erected on the summit of picturesque
Mt. Battie, in grateful recognition of
the services of the men and women of
Camden in the World War. The me
morial is a counterpart of the famous
Norse tower at Newport, and was
erected through the generosity and
patriotism of the lit. Battie Associ
ation.
John Gribbel of Philadelphia, who

of our patriots. A hundred years from
now men and women shall stand on
this mountain top and look at and
understand the work of 1918 as we
look back and understand the work of
1776."
x
It is very fitting that the man who
has done so much to bring Camden's
historical lore before the public should
be selected to deliver the historical
t address on this occasion. Hon. Reuel
Robinson paid tribute to the late
Columbus Buswell, who a quarter
century ago, built a road up the side
of Mt. Battie in order that the summit
could be more accessible to the peo-

Eloquent also, was the tribute
which was paid in the dedicatory ad
dress of Rev. Ralph H. Hayden.
“You will recall," said he, “that in ,
the early days of our entry into the !
war we heard much from men and ,
women about doing their duty, in so 1
far as their circumstances would per- |
mit. In Red Cross, Y. M. C. A., Lib- t
erty Loans, even in the Army and
Navy, where the men were brought J
through the drafts into camps, there
was this same sense of doing one’s
f duty. But a new thing came to birth I
in the hearts of these men and women
as they served. Duty passed into sac- !
riflce, a more splendid and noble thing
A mean man can do his duty and walk
among men apparently justified. But
a mean man can never sacrifice. It
is of the sacrifice of time, pleasure,
possessions, home ties, affections, yea.
of life itself, that this tower speaks.
It proclaims to the world that splendid
sacrificing humanity of those whom
we knew as neighbors, kinsfolk, sons,

•

1

■I I I i I b . '

Forthe^Family^washing—SoaksicIotResxIeaH

— —r

letjyour^cfothesTMMflb
<^and;rinse'w/f/iour

any hard.rubbing^

Two easy.steps
save you hours of
ITH thu'sensationalj __
newsoap product?*Rinso ifapeS)
feet combination of pure, cleansing
soap product you can save
materials that loosen dirt from even'
yourself hours of back-breaking
the heaviest pieces of^the'weeklyj
rubbing on the washboard.^
wash without injury to a single
We all know it is possible to get'
fabric/ With it you do not have,
the regular weekly wash clean with
to __
rubanything ^but the 'inoet
ordinary cake soap, but it is a ter-J
, badly soiled spots such as* net*'
ribly long, hard job. (j We know
soaking the clothes has always' 1 bands and cuffs.
meant less rubbing.'^
j ' J Don’t rub your youthaway." Get’
' After years of experimenting, the’
a package of Rinso today at your
grocer’s or department store.*
largest soap makers in the world
.have perfected in Rinso an entirely'. •Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Maaa.!

W

is one of the best-known summer resi pie of Camden and the visitors.
His enterprise resulted in the form
dents of Knox county, and who has
extensive real estate holdings in Cam ing of a corporation known as the Mt.
den and Rockport, acted as chairman Battie Association, whose purpose was
of the recent dedicatory exercises. to take over the road and mountain
top, to preserve the latter as a park
Referring to the memorial, he said:
“These stones, eloquent though they and prevent it being desecrated. The
be to coming generations, shall speak Summit House was maintained for
the praise of these our heroes but years, but became badly out of repair
more still our obligation and our grati and a year ago was torn down. In
tude. History holds in its imperish its place, serving the double purpose
able record what they did, these men of a World War memorial and a shel
who were bone of our bone and flesh ter, has been erected the structure
of our flesh. It can never fade. The which is so greatly admired by all who
life of humanity shall show the effects have seen it.
of their sacrifice. We here highly
“It stands,” said Judge Robinson,
resolve to walk and work worthily of “as an imperishable memorial to these
our relation to them. It is very fitting men and women who adventured, and
that we praise them, for they say I fought and sacrificed and labored and
nothing of themselves.
Those who . lived and died that all we love and
remain have taken their places in ; cherish and revere might not perish
daily life with a quietness which from the earth. May it be as stable
speaks their native greatness and ns the immutable hilltop upon which
those who gave the full sacrifice of ! it rests. May it stand to perpetuate
devotion speak now in other tongue the memory of the deeds and services
than ours.
of these noble men and women long
"We are too close, my friends, to (after its prototype at Newport has
the war to understand fully the work crumbled into dust.”

daughters, fathers ar.d mothers. It
bids us, and generations to come, to
look upon and perceive what men and
women, clay though we are, can do.” I
Others who took part in the dedica
tory services were: Rev. T. M. Grif
fiths, prayer of invocation; “Battle
Hymn of the Republic,” Miss Edith
Clarke Patterson: “In Flanders Field,"
Miss Dorothy Gross; “Prayer of the
American Legion,” John Gribbel.
The bronze tablet unveiled by the
Boy Scouts has the following inscrip
tion:

In Grateful Recognition of the
Service of the Men and
Women of Camden in
the World War
1914-1918
This Tower has been Erected as
an Enduring Memorial by the
Mt. Battie Association
1921

CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Ahern and daugh
x-rssc
ter Margaret of Rockland and Mr. and
Mrs. George Edgerton and son .John
“How’s the cake coming?” Everybody’s in
of New York are spending a few weeks
at the Wallace Edgerton farm.
Miss Leila Winchenbach of Thom
terested. You want to know that it’s coming
aston spent Sunday at the Edgerton
farm, alsft Mrs. George M. Patterson,
daughter Mary. Dr. and Mrs. Walters
right and you test it time and again. That’s
and daughter of Fairfield, who motored
here for the day.
B. W. Rivers and son Lylle have
the way we make sure of
returned to their home in Portland,
after spending the week at their farm
here. Mrs. Rivers and son Kenneth
remained for a few weeks longer.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Starrett of
New York were guests of friends in
town last week.
James P. Smith of the Boston postoffice registry division, is at 11. L.
Killeran’s for his annual vacation.
Edward Benner of Thomaston is at
H. L. Killeran’s.
Esther Wylley of Thomaston is in
town, the guest of Mrs. O. A. Taylor.
Wc test it at every stage of its
Mrs. C. C. Rivers, daughter Ernestine
and friend of Washington were recent
making—several times an hour.
guests at D. T. Rivers’.
Samuel Olson and a party of friends
are expected in town to spend Labor
We make absolutely certain of its
Day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Olson.
uniform quality and purity.
Miss Ella Maloney went to Thom- I
aston Saturday, enroute for Portland, |
after spending a month with her
Because we have thus made sure of
mother, Mrs. C. F. Maloney and other |
the quality of the flour, you can be
Yelatives in town.
Schools in town will open Sept. 19.
f]
sure of the quality of your baking.
D. L. Maloney, our genial stage
driver, is a sure marksman killing
skunks, but is somewhat puzzled to
know how a pail full of sour milk can H You will find that William Tell will
look so much like an animal.
M give a delicious flavor and a uni
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank enter
tained last week their nephew, Albert j
form goodness to all your baking.
Robinson of Leominster, Mass.; they
also visited at R. J. Marshall’s while |
here.
Don’t take chances on your
Elbridge Grafton, who visited at R.
flour.
J. Marshall’s recently, has returned to
Lynn, Mass., this being his first visit
here for nearly half a century.
Tell your grocer, William
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer went to
Waldoboro Saturday, being guests of
Tell, and be sure.
Mrs. Geyer’s sister, Miss Alice D. Heyer
for the weekend and attending the
Advent campmeeting at Washington
Sunday. •
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Rivers and Miss
Frances Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Davis, Mrs. Frances Davis, Capt.
Julian Young, Mr. and Mrs. Nettie
GROCERY CO.
Seavey, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Maloney,
Mi’, and Mrs. Farnham Stone and son
Stanton, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Orne and
daughters B<dle and Marion, Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Thompson,, Mrs. Josephine
Shuman and son Richard. Capt. and
Mrs. T. N. Stone, Kenneth Fairs, and
Mrs. Grace Maloney were at Wash
ington camp meeting Sunday,

WILLIAMTELL

FLOUR

J

DISTRIBUTORS

\.
Perfect in Walling Machines
With Rinso you don’t have to do any
rubbing.
Follow regular directions
given here. After soaking the clothes,
wring them into machine full of hot
water to which has been added enough
lrosh Rinso solution to make a good
suds.
Operate machine and rinse
clothes. No other product Is needed

"Don’t rub your youth away”
Made in
U. S. A.

WALDOBORO

NORTH BURKETTVILLE

Mrs. George B. Davis of North Wal
doboro spent several days last week
with Miss (Annie O. Welt.
Mrs. Mary Welt and Mrs. Dora Pearl
returned to New York last Monday.
Miss Edith Campbell, who has been
working for Miss Annie O. Welt, re
turned to her home in South Union
last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell W. Welt and
daughter Frances of Portland spent
the weekend with his sister, Mrs.
Charles A. Welt.
Miss Annie O. Welt motored to Bos
ton last Monday for treatment of her
ankle. Miss Welt broke the small bone
of her ankle three months ago and
has not recovered sufficiently as to be
able to walk. Miss Martha L. Hager
man will substitute in the Center pri
mary school until Miss Welt is able
to return.
Mrs. Edith Norris of Middleboro,
Mass., and Mrs. Lizzie Achorn of Gar
diner were guests of Mrs. Ernest
Walter last Sunday.
Ralph Ludwig, who has been visit
ing his father, Anson B. Ludwig, re
turned to Boston last Saturday.
Miss Gertrude B. Newbert returned
to Biddeford last week.

Recent callers at Herbert Esancy's
were: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Libby and
sons Raymond and Roger of Lincolnille and Mrs. Hazel Payson and chil
dren of Hope.
Miss Annie Grinnell is at home from
Roston and Mrs. Harry Grinnell and

baby of Montville spent a few days last
week at the homestead.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wellman and
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Lermond of
South Hope visited at Herbert Esancy’s Sunday.
A. J. Rokes and H. Esancy were in
Jefferson recently.
George Grinnell and son Charles

were called to Boston to attend the
funeral of the former’s sister last
week.
E. E. Rokes of Camden and daughter
Mrs. Maude Robinson of Illinois re
cently visited Mrs. Roseltha Rokes.
Miss Doris Sukeforth of Bucksport
is visiting Miss Verda Turner and
others.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Leon Achorn and Miss Grethel Lud
wig of Massachusetts were entertained
by Mrs Celia Teague Thursday.
Alden Storer of the village is here
calling on old friends.
Mrs. Grace Levensaller and sister
Beulah have gone to Bath for a few
days.
Miss Alice Winchenbach, who has
been spending a week In St. George has
returned home.
Among those who attended the
Hoffses reunion in South Thomaston
Thursday were: Mr. and Mrs. E. C,
Teague, Kendall P. Teague, Mrs. John
Bornheimer and daughters Louise and
Marie and Rev. and Mrs. George B
Davis.
John Hayes of Quincy, Mass, is at
Nelson Shuman’s.
Mrs. Celia Teague Is in Friendship
stopping with her uncle Isaac Poland
while Mrs. Poland is away.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Walter, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Vannah and Mrs Matilda
Overlock attended the funeral of Mrs
Arthur Wincapaw in Union Sunday.
Miss Louise Bornheimer, who has
been visiting relatives and friends, has
returned to her home in Bath.
Members of the M. E. Sabbath
School held their annual picnic In J. G
Winchenbach’s grove on Dutch Neck
Mrs. Winchenbach furnished one of
her delicious clam chowders which
was much enjoyed by all.
A, G. Wales and mother of Portland
were guests at G. B. Walter’* Wed
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Wallace of
Miami, Fla., who were visiting Mrs,
Flora Mank, have returned to their
home.
Mrs. A. L. Miller, who has been
visiting her son, H. L. Miller, has. re
turned to her home in Holbrook, Mass.
Mrs. Flora Mank and Mrs. J. R.
Hudgens and granchildren spent Sun
day with M(s. L. H. Oliver.
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazetts
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to
many foreign land*.

Camels are made for Men who
Think for Themselves
Such folks know real quality—and DEMAND it
They prefer Camels because Camels give them the
smoothest, mellowest smoke they can buy—because
they love the mild, rich flavor of choicest tobaccos,
perfectly blended—and because Camels leave NO
CIGARETTY AFTERTASTE.

Like every man who does his own thinking, you
want fine tobacco in your cigarettes. You’ll find it

in Camels.

/

And, mind you, no flashy package just for show.
No extra wrappers! No costly frills! These things
don’t improve the smoke any more than premiums
or coupons.
But QUALITY!

Listen!

That’s CAMELS I

amel

